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HONORARY LEADER
V/illian W, Rubey
Research Geologist, U, S, Geological Survey
Washington, D,C.
l''£r, Rubey Is the author of the detailed report,
"Geology and Mineral Resources of the Hardin and Brussels
Quadrangles (Illinois)," U, S, Geological Survey Profes-
sional Paper 2l8, 1952. which describes the geology of the
area in which most of the present field trip takes place,
Mr, Rubey 's report is outstanding because of his fine
analysis of the many problems in stratigraphy, structure,
and physiography. The study was cooperative between the
U, S, Geological Survey and the Illinois State Geological
Survey, The indebtedness of the writers of this guide-
book to I'to Rubey' s report is evident from the many
references to it.
The Field Trip Committee and the Illinois
Geological Survey are happy to v/elcome ^fr, Rubey as Honor-
ary Leader,
.1 1 :
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THE PIASA BIRD
(on the cover)
Tn 1673 "^'he Jesi:.:'.t priest Father Jacques M?.::-que-cte^ in his
J.ourney do-'in th- r'liSvS.'.sslppi. saw a pictograph on. thr rocl:y bluff
near the site or Alton;. He described it as '-tvo paL^ced monsters
vnich at first r.O'ie us afraid^ and upon which the bo...dest sai^'ages
dare not rest tr'O..Lr eyeSo They are as large as a ca^.f "^ they have
horns (jn their hearts like those of a deer.^ a horrible lookc, red
eyes, a beard Ir'ke a tiger's, a face like a man' s.^ a body ccf/ered
with scales, and so long a tail that it winds all around the body,
passing above the head and going back between tlie legs, endj.ng in
a fish's taiU' \ji-].i^ of the figures, commonly known as the Piasa
(Pi-a-sav) Bird, drawn from. Marquette 'S description, was published
in 1887 m RiiSCT^ s,_of, Ancient _^R^ by
V\lilliam McAda'ms,"^ MiAdams^liiterTiew'ed' p'eopTe \li^ seerPthe orig-
inal pictographs and also had tvo rough, drawings made from the
originals
.
According to Indian legend, the Piasa Bird was an evil spirit
who devoured the warriors of the Illini^ ^a^ legend tells hou
Chief Ouatoga, armed with an invulnerable shield, prepared an ambush
for the Pj.asa Bird atop a high bluff. After a terrible struggle,
Ouatoga and his warriors slew the bird and returned to their people
as heroes.,
The original paintings which Marquette discovered v^ere defaced
by fragments of rock falling away from the cliff face and were pock-
marked by thousa.nds of bullets fired by Indians who considered firing
upon it a relig-. jus ritual.. The remiaining part was finally blasted
away a century ago. Recently the figure seen at Substop ID. copied
from McAdams ' book, was painted at a point which overlooks the
approach to the broad recreational parkway which bears his name.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2012 with funding from
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
http://archive.org/details/guidetostructure03coll
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TRIP PLAN
Please read your guidebook before arrivinp^ at each
stop, or as soon as ^'ou arrive, Note the time limitations and
instructions. There is more here than you can see, and you may
wish to concentrate on some features.
All the information needed is given in the guidebooks
Consequently, introductory'- talks will be limited to a brief orien-
tation.
Leaders (identified by red arm bands) will be stationed
at the various exposures at each stop to point out major features
and answer questions.
At some stops the buses will be moved after unloading,
so take your guidebooks V7ith you.
Prompt loading of the buses on signal will enable us to
spend more time on the outcrops.
Remember your bus number. Please return to the same
seat in the same bus. That is the only way we can be sure that no
one v/ill be left behind.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
In addition to information taken from published reports,
as acknowledged in the text, this guidebook contains unpublished
data from current studies by the Illinois Geological Survey, It is
not considered a publication. Interpretations are subject to change
and must not be quoted without verif ication«

Table lo - STRATIGRAPHIC SECTION
CEN02CIC
System Series Stage Substage T'hick. Dominant Material
Pleistocene
Recent 0-150 jAlluviian
Quaternary
Yfisconsin
Mankato
Gary
Tazewell
lowan
Fariudale
0-50 |Deer Plain gra.velj~ gand'T
Peorian loess
0-75 Peorian loess
Peorian loess
0-20 Loess
Sangamon Soil
Illinoian 0-100 Till, Loveland loess,
Brussels silt, sand
Yarmouth Soil
Kansan C-U5 Gravel, till?
Tertiary Pliocene 0-30 Graver gravel
Sys tem Series Group
PALEOZOIC
Formation Thicko Dominant Material
Pennsyl-
vanian
McLeans boro
Carbondale
Tradewrter
0-20
65-90
0-65
Clay, limestone
Shale, clay, coal
Clay, sandstone
1
Iowa
1
Meramec
Ste, Genevieve
Stc Louis
Salem
0-30
170-2iiO
70-95
Oolite, coarse, sandy
Limestone, fine, variable
Calcarenite
Missis-
sippian
Osage
V'larsaw
Keokuk
Burlington
Fern Glen
Sedalia
50-80
60-70
II1O-2OC
0-30
0-20
Shale, dclomite, geodes
Limestone, crinoidal,
cherty, argillaceous
Limestone, crinoidal,
cherty
_,
pure
Limestone, crinoidal,
cherty, shaly
Dolomite, fine
Kinderhook
Chouteau
Hannibal
Glen Park
Louisiana
Saverton
Grassy Creek
Sylamore
20-70
10-70
0-25
0-Ii
0-1
0-1/3
0-2
Limestone, argillaceous
Shale, silts tone
Limestone, shale, oolite
Limestone, lithographic
Shale, blue-green
Shale, black
Sandstone
Devonian Middle Cedar Valley O-I4O Lim.e stone, calcarenite,
"Hoing" sandstone
Niagaran Joliet 0"6o Dolomite, massive to
medium bedded
Silurian
Alexandrian
Kankakee
Edgewood
0-30
10-50
Dolomite, thin wavy
green partings
Dolomite, argillaceous
Cincinnatian Maqucketa 100-200 Shale
Ordovician
Mohawkian
Kimmswick
Decorah
Plattin
70-9C
30
100
Limestone, crinoidal
Limestone, shaly
Limestone, fine, variable
Chazyan
Joachim
Sto Peter
Ever ton
bO
150
10*
Dolomite, siity
Sandstone
Dolomite, sandstone

Table 2c - C(iRREI.'\TION CHART
Mid-Continent
Field Trip
Area
Indiana-
Kentucky Tennessee
New York-
Virginia
M
I
Ste
Sto
c Genevieve Ste.> Genevieve Ste, Genevieve Ste, Genevieve
Greenbriar
Louis Sto Louis St, Louis St,:, Louis
Spergen Salem Salem (Spergen)
iYarsav\r
MaccradyS CoTrley vfarsaw Harrodsburg
s Keokuk
Fort Payne
I
Eoone
Burlington Borden
Pccono
...
,
.^ ...
New
Provi-
dence
Maury
s^ St.-
Jog
Fern Glen
s
Sedalia
I
Syc ar-cre Chouteau Rockford
p
Woodford-
"Ghattanooga"
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E
W
A
L
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1
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' / / / / /
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/ / / / /
->//// / / / / /I
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ian t ->
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T
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Sylvan Maquoke ta Cincinnatian Cincinnatian Queenston
R
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Perryville
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V
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I
Simpson
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c Plattin High Bridge
Stones River Bla-:k River
I
A
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N St., Foter
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Figure I - Physiography and Route Map
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Figure 2 - Generalized Geologic Mop
Adapted from Illinois State Geological Survey and
Missouri Geological Survey Geologic Maps
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Figure 3 - Structure Map
Contours on top of Chouteau limestone.
Contour interval, 50 feet. Intermediate contours omitted on Hardin
Syncline (lowest con+our 300 feet) and along Cap au Ores flexure,
(highest contour MOO feet.) ^ ,
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-I h
lllinois State Geological Survey^ March^ 1954
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ROAD LOG
ASSEMBLY POINTs Bast (12th Street) door of the Jefferson
Hotel.
TIME: Buses will leave at 7:30 A.M. (Central Standard
Time) and will return to starting place at
6:30 P.M.
0.0 Leave Jefferson Hotel, 12th and Locust Blvds,, downtown
St. Louis,
There are many possible routes out of St, Louis, the
best depending upon traffic conditions and the current
status of St, Louis* changing traffic control patterns.
The alternative routes converge at the junction of U.S.
6? and 66, 11.3 on our log. The route logged starts
north on 12th Street Boulevard at the Jefferson Hotel and
follows U. S. City 66 for 5.5 miles, largely on 12th
Street and Florissant Avenue,
3.9 0»Fallon Park on right.
At this point the route is less than one-half mile
west of the lAssissippi River bluffs. Exposures of
Illinoian till in the park and elsewhere along the bluffs
show that the Illinoian ice, advancing from the northeast,
crossed Mississippi valley in this area. The ice dammed
the river and formed a lake which extended many miles up
the Mississippi, Missouri, and Illinois valleys. Sand and
silt deposited in the lake now occur in the Brussels ter-
race, the surface of which is at an elevation of 520 to
5^0 feet, 70 to 90 feet above the present flood plain,
5*5 Continue ahead on Florissant Avenue, staying west of
cemetery. Do not follow U. S. City 66 to the right through
the cemetery.
6.6 Turn right from Florissant Avenue onto Riverview Blvd.
(U, S, 67) at stop light immediately beyond the cemetery,
7.8 Traffic circle at 6-point intersection. Remain on U. S.
67 by turning right onto circle, passing two intersections,
turning right on the third.
.;,/.
•>;. ,!;
. . ; 1 . :^ .; ,
^.A'y
'
.!.;
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9,9 Pass over Chambers Road,
11,3 Pass under U, S. 66 - Bypass ^-0.
1^,5 Cross-bedded Ste, Genevieve oolite in banks of Coldwater
Creek both sides of highway, but most visible o>i right,
l^-,8 Bridge over railroad. The St, Louis-Ste, Genevieve con-
tact is exposed beneath railroad bridge over Coldwater
Creek about ^00 yards to right,
15.7 Cuts along the railroad west "(left) of the highway show
the typical sequence of loess deposits which blanket the
region outside the area covered by Illinoian ice (sqg fig.
1), The sequence is particularly well exposed above the
rock face just before the bridge over the Illssouri River,
The loess deposits can be differentiated readily/ by dif-
ferences in color. The upper 25 feet of the exposures is
yellowish-buff Peorian loess. The underlying darker-
colored, chocolate-brown Farmdale loess is about 8 feet
thick, Belov; the Farmdale loess is red Loveland loess,
about 10 feet thick. The Loveland loess rests on the
Ste, Genevieve limestone, but in places in the quarry cast
of the highway it is separated from the limestone by
patches of the Tertiary "Lafayette-type" brown chert gravel,
called Grover gravel by Rubey (1952, pp. 6l-7^),
The loess deposits consist of glacial silt carried
by wind from valley-train deposits along the major valleys
\ and deposited on the bluffs and uplands. The Loveland
loess was blown from the valley train of the advancing
Illinoian ice sheet and owes its red color and clayey char-
acter to deep weathering during the Sangamon interglaclal
stage. The Farmci.ale loess was derived from the valley
train of the earliest ice sheet of the Wisconsin glacial
stage, and the Peorian loess is an undifferentiated de-
posit blown from all later V/isconsin valley trains
(Lelghton and V/illman, 1950),
16.2 Fort Bellefontalne quarry of Missouri Portland Cement Co.,
on right, is largely in St, Louis limestone, though Ste,
Genevieve caps some parts of quarry face. Me are on the
east nose of the dome on whose crest, about 2 miles west
of here, the Florissant oil field is located. The field
was discovered in 1953 during test drilling of the
Florissant structure for possible use in a gas storage
project. Production is from the Trenton (Kimmswlck) lime-
stone (Middle Ordovlclan) at about 1000 feet. The field
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is not quite drilled out; about ^0 completions prove some
700 acres. The generalized section penetrated in the
drilling (table 3) and the structure map (fig, ^r) were made
available by Dr. Edward L, Clark, Director, Missouri
Geological Survey,
16,5 MissouTl River, Clark Bridge,
16,9 Recent flood plains of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers,
18,5 Bluffs visible across the Mississippi River to left. Stop
1 will be immediately to left of the large grain elevators,
20.8 Mississippi River. Lewis Toll Bridge.
21.0 Enter Illinois. U. S. Dam No. 26 to left with lock against
Illinois shore.
21.5 Junction with U, S, Alt. 67, Illinois 111, and Illinois
100 at foot of bridge. Turn left (west) on Broadv7a3^,
following U. S. 67. Alton (pop. 32,500) is the northern
outpost of the St. Louis industrial complex with oil re-
fineries, lime and stone quarries, flour mills and other
processing and manufacturing plants. The town v/as first
settled in I783 on the site of a fur trading post. It was
developed by Col, Rufus Easton and named for one of his
sons. Shurtleff College (founded in I827) is located here^
21.9 After passing the large parking area on the left (south),
continue straight ahead (west) on W, Broadway along the
north (right) side of the "Occident Flour" elevators. Do
not follow the mimbered highways which turn right up the
hill,
22,0 Stop sign at blind intersection with State Street, Con-
tinue ahead on Broadway,
22,2 Buses will unload at the parking lot immediately beyond
the milling company buildings on the right. They continue
to parking place (mileage 22,6) in front of abandoned
quarry.
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Table 3. - GENF.RALIZED STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN
FLORISSANT DOi^E
By Earl McCracken
Missouri Geological Survey
Pleistocene loess
Mississippian
StCa Genevieve*
St, Louis*
Spergen
V\far s aw
Bur1ing ton-Keokuk
Fern Glen
Chouteau
Grassy Creek (Chattanooga)
Silurian (undifferentiated)
Ordovician
Maquoketa
Kimmswick
0-30
30-75
75-165
165-315
315-390
390-585
585-660
660-700
700-730
730-8I+0
8^0-965
965- T,D, Producing
formation
(30-50 foot penetration
* The StOo Genevieve is eroded from the top of the dome and the
St, Louis is partly truncated.

Figure 4
R. 7 E
FLOR/55ANT DOME(GeneraJf^^d)
Contour Jnte^rva/ ZS fe^t
DaTum -Top ofM/arsayv Sha/e.
EARL MCCRACKEN, MO. <?EOL. PURVEY; /95-f.
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STOP 1 - Alton Bluff, St, Louis and Ste . Genevieve formationS c
mii mii Seca l^j SWi 3\^i See, iF^SEi SEi Sec. 10 T, 5 N,
,
Ra 10 \h
^
Alton 7c 5 and 15 minute quadrangles, Madison
County.
Substops - 15
Walking distance - one-half mile
Leaving time - 10 A.M,
Stratigraphy and sedimentary features of the upper part
of the Sta Louis and the lower part of Ste, Genevieve formations* are
well shown in the first half-mile of the Mississippi River bluff
above the Alton business district^ Several small faults with throws
of inches to a few feet,^ and some with horizontal displacements in
the order of several tens of feet, are also seen. Attention is
called to features of interest at specific points along the bluff
by the device of substops, lA to IN ^index map on the fold-in.,
fig, 5)? Stratigraphic and structural details at several of xhe sub~
stops are shown on figure 5o
Structurally, we are on the eastward extension of the Cap
au Gres faulted flexure (fig. 3)? here represented by a dip of threo
degrees nearly straight souths This south dip separates the low
east end of the Lincoln anticline on the north from the Troy-Brussels
syncline on the souths As the northwest-southeast bluff line cuts
the dip at an angle, the apparent dip is somewhat lower « The course
of the Mississippi River for l8 miles upstream follov;s the line of
the Cap au Gres flexurer Hidden beneath the river, the flexure
becomes higher and steeper to accoram.odate the westward-rising anti-
cline to the nearly flat syncline. The flexure emerges west of
Grafton with 700 to 900 feet of structure in a half mile, and dips
are locally vertical.
As might be expected near the end of a major flexure,
there has been adjustment involving minor faulting. Subs tops ID-E,
IF, IG, and IJ show at least four different varieties of minor
faults
„
All continuous beds more than two inches thick at this stop
are lim.estones, but some beds are represented on figure 5 by patterns
indicative of weathering characteristics, composition, or bedding,
rather than the conventional limestone brickwork. Units M, Q, and
S are oolites v;hose cross- bedding is suggested in the patterns^
Algal colonies are Indicated in units P and Q, and are also present
in the largely inaccessible units U and VJ,-, The "white beds," units
and R, are composed almost entirely of "curdy" lithographic lime-
stone indistinguishable from the material forming the algal "heads"
* The problem of the St^ Louis-Ste,, Genevieve contact is discussed
on page 26
„

MIS
Oolite
^
'/y.
1
—
I
Figure 5 -Stop 1. ALTON BLUFF
ILLINOIS STATE GFOI nnir.ai <:jif?\/rv AA A O/^ LJ I rt
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OT "buttons" of units P and Q^ and thus may represent the peaks of
algal sedimentation., The character of the units is briefly described
in table ^..
Table h^ « Composite section of strata exposed at Stop 1 - Alton
bluff So
Thickness^
^n^^eeT"
Ste, Genevieve formation
Wj Limestone^ inaccessible, apparently algal 5
V, Limestone, shaly.^ or shale, inaccessible ^ usually
making vegetations-covered bench 0-2
li. Limestone, difficult of access, extremely var-
iable, sparingly cross-'bedded vithin one or
two one-foot beds, partly algal . with col-
onies 1/2 inch to several feet m diameter,
partly calcarenltic, apparently partly
oolitic 5-20
T„ Limestone, difficult of access, thin-bedded,
shaly to silty, may be slightly sandy 1-15
So "Sandy oolite." Limestone, coarsely oolitic,
sandy (20$^;^ insoluble), cross -bedded, scour
surface with general relief of 6 inches at
base with one-foot cracks filled with sandy
oolite 0"18
(Units S through W are highly variable in thickness)
St„ Louis formation (see note following discussion of
substops)
R, "VJhite bed," Limestone^ pure (.99% soluble),
"curdy" lithographic xo pseudo-oolitic,
sparingly fossilifercus, weathers vsvy white,
basal contact varies from irregular (2 inches l-^-G
relief) with no shale to smooth with
-k ixich
shale
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Thicloiess
in feet
Q. "Chevron bed," Limestone, oolitic, pure
(99% soluble), to extremely sandy (50%)
cross-bedded in thin units, algal colonies
toward base, locally prominent shale part-
ing at base but elsewhere the contact is
gradational 1^-7
P, "Algal conglomerate," Limestone, partly sllty
and sandy near bedding planes but pure
(98-99^0 soluble) within beds, fine to oolitic,
with algal colonies (curdy, vaguely concen-
tric, lithographic limestone) ranging from
pseudo-oolites to 3-inch"biscuits' and a few
1-foot "cabbage heads," divided into 2 to ^
very prominent beds by shale partings which
are several hundred feet wide and reach
thicknesses of 1-2 inches 5 where unit is
recognizable the basal contact is a prominent
shale parting, elsewhere a scour surface 2-6
0. "Little White bed," Like Unit R, lenticular, . -
^
base is scour s^urface with sandy silty algal
conglomerate filling cracks to three feet
deep 0-1-g-
N, "Bryozoan beds and chert marker," Limestone,
pure (98-hfo soluble) except for basal cherty
zone, fine to lithographic with thin bands
of fossils, especially bryozoa, thin-bedded,
with none 1:0 h irregular bands of fossilifer-
ous replacement chert in lower 6 feet, the
next-lowest band one foot thick in places:
base is a scour surface with 6-inch reliei
and with cracks 3 feet deep where unit M is
thick and with a thin shale parting IO-I6
M, "Lower oolite," Limestone, slightly silty,
ranges from fine calcarenite to very slightly
sandy (96-98^ soluble) medium cross-bedded
oolite, thin smooth shale parting at base l2*"9
(Units M through R are moderately variable in thiclmess.)
L, "Two bedSo" Limestone, two well-marked beds,
lithographic at top zo fine with some
coarse fossil debris, slight shale parting
at base 3

-21- Thickness
in feet
K„ Limestone, very silty, grading downward to
promineni; shale break Y
J; Limestone, slightly silty {97-9^% soluble),
thin-bedded, lithographic to fine with some
coarse fossil streaks, purer and thicker
bedded at top and jusx below middle, more
shale streaks just above middle and toward
base 8-g-
lo "Five-inch bed," Limestone layer betx^/een two
well-marked shale partings -2'
Ha Limestone like unit J, slightly more silty
(9^-97/^ soluble) 12i
G, "Dark band." Dolomite, silty (9^^-95^ soluble),
very finely crystalline ^ medium brownish
gray,, pseudoconcretionaryj in some places the
dolomite is an irregular l- to 2^-inch bed,
its variations almost entirely compensated
by variations in thickness of the underlying
unit F5 in others bodies of dolomite up to
h feet thick replace the upper part of unit
F with slight thickening of the section 0~2
F, Limestone.^ slightly silty (SG% soluble toward
base to 98^ soluble toward top), similar to
unit J but more calcarenitic and thicker beds 6-7
Eo "Pseudoconcretion bed." Limestone, shaly and
silty (95T^ soluble), with numerous large
oval 6~inch to S^-foot silty dolomite pseudo-
concretions 3
D, Limestone, similar to unit J, more fossilifer-
ous, purest toward top and base lO-g-
C, Limestone, very silty and argillaceous {90%
soluble), very fossiliferous 2
(Units C through L vary only little in thiclmess^)
B. "Upper breccia^" Limestone, much lateral
variation, lithographic to detrltal, partly
fossiliferous, partly crosS'-bedded, partly
evenly bedded, partly brecciated
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Thiclmess
in feet
Ae "Main breccia^" Limestone , average 95-96%
soluble, much brecciated, angular pebbles
and boulders of lithographic to pseudo~
oolitic limestone in somewhat silty calcar-
enite or clear calcite matrix? up to 22 feet
thick in quarries to northwesxj exposed
above low water level of pond near Substop
111 11
(Units A and B apparently vary considerably in thick-
ness, though this variation may be in part due to
correlation difficulties between brecciated and un-
brecciated portions of the same beds,)
DESCRIPTION OF SUBST0P3
(locations on figure 5)
SIBSTOP 1A-,—Behind scale and western elevator cell.
In dry weather a few people in climbing shoes can examine a 3~foot
crack in unit N which is filled with sandy units 0-P where easiest
climbing path crosses this contact. This is the only place where
sandy cross«bedded oolite unit S can be seen close-tip in the time
available at this stop. Several slabs may be seen at the foot of
the face. Only one cherty zone is present in base of unit N here.
SUBSTOP IB „« -'Detail of scout surface at base of unit N,
here not cherty, "Basal conglomerate" in N is exposed 100 feet
farther northwest,
SUBSTOP 10, --Weathering of unit Q in upper part of face
brings out chevron-bedding (torrential-type cross-bedding in oppo-
site directions in adjacent thin units), football to basketball
size algal heads in unit P, "White bed" unit R, and large-scale
crossbeds in unit 3 (top of bluff here). Lower oolite unit M is
accessible all along this part of the bluff,
SUBSTOP ID (fig, 5). "-'Two more units can be seen above the
sandy oolite (unit S)< Units II, N, Q, and S arc all particularly
thick-. Chocolate-brown Farmdale loess overlain by buff Peorian
loess can be seen at the top of the face,
SUBSTOP lE.— Piasa Bird^ (See note on p. 3o) The present
reproduction of the Piasa Bird is on a joint face uncovered by road-
widening vjithin the last decade or soo This joint surface is off-
set 6 inches by a bedd ing-=plane fault on the shale bed at the base
of unit K, about head height above the road, the top moving south-
west. Near the northwest end of the face is a small solution-type
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K
Fig. 6. - Substop IF
Scale - 1" = 10
»
normal fault like that of Substop IF, Units K and L are offset
1 foot, and the fault dies out near the M-N contact,
SUBSTOP IF (fig. 6),—A good example of the solution- type
normal fault— a small fault dying out upward and accommodating re-
moval of beds by solution. There are perhaps a half-dozen others
at this stop. Note that while there is a IM—inch displacement of
the contact between L and M, there is no displacement of the M-N
contact,
SUBSTOP IG (fig. 5).—The strongly developed horizontal
slickensides, the wide zone of shearing, the slight vertical move-
ment, the curvature of the fault plane, and the variation in thick-
ness of the stratigraphic units between opposite sides of the fault
zone suggest a large horizontal movement, perhaps in the order of
100 feet. Note in particular the variation in the thicluiess of unit
N.
SUBSTOP IH (fig. 5).—The sandy oolite (unit S) thins to
disappearance in a very short distance, letting thin-bedded unit T
down on the "Uhite bed" (unit R). The sharp thinning of unit S
suggests the edge of a detrital bar of oolite with currents from the
south. Note the very large algal growth near base of unit U,
SUBSTOP II.—Unit splits the shale bed at the base of
unit P very suddenly at the top of the tree-covered talus cone
just east of the sand storage area. The upper part of the bluff can
bo examined closely here, but there will not be time to study it.
The cross-bedding of unit M is very prominent on a low isolated
block in front of the main bluff.
(
.
«.
~2^-
STlBSTOP IJ (fig, 5),—The confused faulting appears to
reqiiire horizontal movement, probably along stepped surfaces of the
type suggested by the block, diagrams (fig, 7)j as well as vertical
movement. Other answers to the problems posed hy this faulting,
such as intcrstratal solution in the shortened blocks, or horizontal
movement along either bedding planes or essentially vertical planes,
appear loss reasonable as no supporting evidence has been found.
Here, also^ the horizontal m.ovement appears to be large, possibly
in the order of a hundred feet or so.
A small cave mouth 80 feet west of the substop IJ fault is
developed along a high angle normal fault of the solution type,
SUBSTOP IK (fig, 5)e""Is the dolomite (unit G) primary or
secondarj^ Note that the shale bed thins over it,. Is the thinning
a result of squeezing during compaction?
SUBSTOP IL, -.-Parking lot of Piasa Tool and Die Company,
The main dolomite pseudcconcretion unit is a good m.arker from here
northwest,,
can be re;
SUBSTOP IM (fig, 5),-«Nearly all the beds at this substop
^^.. ..^ . jached outside the fence at substop IN, The face is
typical Sto Louis thin-bedded fine-grained limestone.^ highly vari-
able vertically but with little horizontal variation^ Starting
at the base of bed C, about 8 c^z-cles of deposition can be seen.
Each cycle starts with relatively shaly limestone at the base,
the partings between the limestone beds being prominent and the beds
thin.i The beds gradually thicken upwards., the shaly partings thin
and become obscure, and the beds are a little lighter in color. The
change is commonly abrupt from the light-colored pure beds at the
top of one cycle to the darker shaly beds at the base of the next
cycle >* In' several instances a .yoninniit U-«e,^ a half inch or so)
shale bed occurs at ^the base of the cycle. The basal foot of a
cycle is between 90% and 95/^ soluble., while the top appears to be
feet from top of unit H, base of unit I, h feet from top of unit J,
and base of unit K,
SUBSTOP IN,^—.The breccias, fossiliferous shaly unit C, the
pseudcconcretion zone E, "dark band" G, and fossiliferous chert in
the lower 6 feet of N are readily examined,. The breccia is better
exposed at Stop 2 (substop 2G) and the problem of its origin is
briefly discussed at that pointy
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Fossils can be collected from several places at this sub-
stop, Crinoids, bryozoans, and brachiopods are common in unit D,
which also yields coliminals of the crinoid Platycrinites r>eniclllus
.
which is generally considered to be an index of the Ste, Genevieve
(see discussion followin:;), P. penicillus can also be seen in the
ledge beneath the hi(^h tension tower (Linit H) where Fcnestella
.
Thannicus , Spirif er . Clelothyridina . Orthotetes . Strcptorhyncus .
and Linoproductus are~fairly common,
Ste, Genevieve - St, Louis Contact
The difficulties in placing the Ste, Genevieve-St, Louis
boundary on the basis of fossils or on the basis of oolitic lime-
stone in the Ste, Genevieve and lithographic limestone in the St,
Louis are well illustrated at this stop. On this bluff the contact
has been placed by different people at four different points, from
the base of unit J to the base of unit S, Rocks as high as units T
and U have also been called St, Louis in v/ells in this vicinit;^
where the sandy coarse oolite (unit S) is insignificant or absent
(as it is between substops IJ and IK), and in outcrops where the
sand3' oolite, though present, does noi contain recognizable Ste.
Genevieve fossils.
The situation is further complicated by the lower oolite,
unit M, If this unit is examined at its westernmost exposure near
substop IN, where it is a silty very fine-grained calcarenite,
little more than a foot thick, with a few oolites scattered through
the bottom few inches, and apparently conformable to beds above
and below, there is little hesitation in calling it St. Louis,
The boundary is then placed at some higher abrupt break to predom-
inately oolitic limestone. If, on the other hand, the unit is
examined farther east near substop ID, where it is an 8-foot cross-
bedded oolitic medium-grained calcarenite, the tendency is to place
it in the Ste, Genevieve, As the base of unit M appears fairly con-
formable, even where the unit is quite thick at IE, the contact
may be placed at a lower, more prominent break. However, the scour
surfaces, sometimes called "unconformities" or even "major uncon-
formities," both above and belov/ such beds as H tend to be well
developed where the bed is thick, the relations fading to apparent
conformity within a few hundred feet as the bed thins. Such sur-
faces, comparable to those that are described in the literature as
"the St, Louis-Ste. Genevieve unconformity," occur in this sequence
beneath units C, G, II, N, 0, and P, at points v/ithin P and Q, and
beneath R, S, and U.
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The paleontologlc evidence is of little help in placing
the boundary. The "guide" fossils are the compact compound coral
Lithostrotionella castclnaui r Lithostrotion canadonse or L.
basaltlforme 2 and the branching Lithostrotion proliferum.'^for the
St, Louis and the small strongly costate brachiopod Pugnoides
ottuiqwa and a crinoid with oval spiny stem segments, KLatycrinites
penicil'lus [huntsvillael
^
for the Ste, Genevieve, are all strongly
facies-conf ined, Lithostrotionella castclnaui is very sporadic in
areal distribution, at least in western Illinois and eastern
Missouri, The writers have not seen it in the Alton section, but
at Stop 2 it occurs together with Lithostrotion proliferum just
above the main breccia, in beds possibly equivalent to unit B here,
Lithostrotion proliferum is much more widely distributed, and
though it is most abundant in the upper part of the St, Louis, runs
far up into the Ste, Genevieve, well above occurrences of Plazy-
crinitcs penicillus and almost certainly above Pugnoides . Platy-
crinites penicillus occurs here in units D, H, S, and T, Though
the base of the Ste, Genevieve is placed beneath the lowest occur-
rence of P, penicillus in Indiana, it occurs in beds (such as unit
D here) normally recognized as St, Louis in Illinois, Mssouri, and
Kentucky, It also occurs above the type Cte, Genevieve in the Aux
Vases sandstone, Pugnoidcs ottumv/a was reported by Stuart V/eller
to be present shortly above the algal-bearing beds of unit P here,
apparently in unit Q, It occurs above the Ste, Genevieve in the
Renault and Beech Creek ("Barlow" or Golconda) limestones of the
Chester.
Perhaps the best immediate solution is to recognize St,
Louis to about unit J, a St, Louis-Ste, Genevieve transition zone
from unit J, or M, through unit R, and Ste, Genevieve in unit S
and higher units. As the original St, Louis was restricted by
differentiation of the Ste, Genevieve, the contact of the formations
in the type section at Ste. Genevieve would be generally accepted
as the correct contact. However, individual ujiits within the forma-
tions have not been traced in sufficient detail to show the exact
position of the type section contact in the section at Alton,
Mileage
22.6 Leave Stop 1, Continue ahead (northwest) on Broadway,
22,7-22,9 Quarries and crusher of Mississippi Lime Company of
Illinois,
Most tunnels are in the breccia and immediately over-
lying beds. The present operations are in a large open
quarry, hidden from our road but opposite and beyond the
water works.
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23.2 Cliff to right in St. Louis 5 breccia high in cliff.
23.5 Small abandonod high-level qn.arry in breccia. Divided
portion of McAdams Recreational Parlway, The parkway
at the foot of the bluff now extends only 6 miles tovard
Grafton, which is I6 miles above xMtono Its proposed
extension to Grafton utilizing the abandoned railroad ^rade
will give easy access to bluffs exposing the entire section
down to the Silurian with only a short covered interval
in the shaly V/arsax/ formation.
2^0 3 Abandonod Olin quarry on right (fig, 8),
The section in the Olin quarr^'' was published by Stuart
Weller in I908 when ho separated the Salem limestone from
the VJarsaw in v/estcrn Illinois, Only h feet of Salem is now
exposed in the quarry, but all of the St;, Louis below the
limestone breccia seen at substop IN can be studied hero,.
The contact between the Salem and St„ Louis is not marked
by an unconformity or even a definite change in lithology
but rather by a gradual change upward from predominance of
the calcarenite of the Salem to predominance of the fine-
grained and lithographic limestone of the St. Louis V/eller
picked the contact at the baso of the zone of abundant cherts.
This contact is in keeping v/ith faunal evidence, for the large
foraminifer Endoth-/-ra baileyi has not been found above
Weller 's Salem, although smaller species of I'ltidpj:"!iiT_a are
locally abundant in the St, Louis, The prolific macrofauna
is that of the type Salem of Indiana, The first study of
the well-lmown Salem or Spcrgon Hill fauna was published
in 1856 by James Hall, who collected some of his material
for the study in this and the Hulls Hollow quarry, one mile
northwest,
2^,5 Small abandoned quarry on right,
2'+, 9 Larger abandoned quarry on right.
25c 2 Abandoned Hulls Hollow quarry on the right exposes II6 feet
of Sto Louis. It formerly exposed 6I feet of Salem (nearly
the entire thickness) but the lowermost 30 feet are now
covered,
26.'+ Leave Alton Quadrangle, enter St. Charles Quadrangle,
26.5 Enter Clifton Terrace,
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St. Louis - 145' (exposed)
Limestone breccia- pebbles, cobbles, /^/^q i> <0i
and boulders of lithographic / bS-^ ^ ^
limestone in light gray, finely /^ '^^ ^
crystalline, limestone matrij<^
Limestone, brown, calcarenitic,
argillaceous, oolitic ?, weathered
Limestone, light gray, litho-
graphic, lower part brecciated
styoliticj sandy, oolitic. —
Limestone, buffish- gray,
argillaceous, dense, massive.
Limestone, buffish-gray, al-
ternating lithographic and argill
Gceous, some ripple marks,
few oolites.
Limestone conglomerate in
shale matrix, very glauco nitic
Limestone, buffish gray,
generally finely crystalline
and massive.
Limestone, gray to buff,
argillaceous, fine to coarsely
crystalline, light gray chert
bands.
Limestone, buff to brown, fine to
coarse, sandy, argillaceous,
massive, stylolitic
Limestone, brownish - gray, argillaceou's.
fine to coorse, buf f ish gray chert
nodules.
Salem - 4 (exposed)
Limestone, gray,sandy,cal -
carenitic, oolitic^mossiv "
Figure 8— Olin Quarry, Mouth of Hop Hollow
S.E.;^ Sec. 4, T. 5 N,,R. lOW., Madison County, Illinois
Vertical scale: I = 20
ll'inols State Geological Survey, March 1954
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2606 Tiirn right on Clifton Terrace road^ leaving McAdams Recrea-
tional Parla^^ay, which now continues only a mile farther,
A Rile and a half upstream from this intersectionj near the
northwest end of McAda',Ti& ?ark\'7ay» 50 feet of Salem limestone
is exposed in a quarry north of "che road^ This quarry shov/s
intertonguing of V/arsaw-^type shale and Salem limestone, which
is characteristic of the lower Salem in western Illinois,,
26,8 Salem outcrop on left,
27,2 St^ Louis exposed on left.
27.5 Stop sign. Junction with Illinois Route 100~ Turn left on
Route 100.
29^2 Cross Piasa Crceko
29(.3 Salem outcrop on left,
3O0I Salem outcrop on rightc
33.>1 Stop sign. Jujiction of Routes 100 and IO9. Bear to left of
Standard station in intersection^ following Route 100 to
Grafton and Fere ilarquette State Park,
33 J^ Salem outcrops in creek bedo
3*^0 5 Road-cut through Salem limestone, V/arsaw shale outcrops
below the road on both sides of the highway,
36,3 The side "i-oad to the left leads to the two small communities
of Elsah and Chautauqua-, The former is the home of The
Principia, a Christian Science liberal arts college which has
a beautiful campus on the Mississippi River bluffs and an
active geology depari:m.cnt« Chautauqua is a private summer
resort,,
Excellent exposuTos of Mississippian strata occur in the
mile and a half of river bluffs which separates the two com-
munities- The section at Chautauqua (fig^ 9) is^ of special
interest because it shows a good angular unconformity between
the Chouteau J.imestone of Kinderhook age and the Sedalia
limestone of Osage age, Also^ the Sedalia here attains its
maximum thiclmess in Illinois (20 feet) although only 1/2
mile from the most easterly outcrop of the formation,
Chautauqua is the northernmost outcrop at which the Fern
Glen form.ation is both character is tic and well exposed.
Although it has lost its distinctive red color , red mottling
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Burlington 71' (exposed)
Limestone, buff to very light buff, very
coarsely crmoidol with numerous bands
of white to gray chert nodules , some
dolomite beds; 3' zone of brecciated
chert
;
lower portion argillaceous end
gradational with the Fern Glen.
iS
Brecciated chert zone
Fern Glen, 16'
Si^ale, green to buff, very calcareous,
fossiliferous
,
buff limestone; much
greenish-gray chert.
Sedaho, 20'
Dolomite, buff, very calcareous,
massive, slightly cnnoidal, contains
calcite geodes (shown as «. ).
Chouteau, 5' (exposed)
Limestone, gray, cnnoidal, dense,
argillaceous; with gray chert
nodules and calcite
geodes /-Condoned R. R bed
/ /. /
:z: y r^®
ocr
Figure 9 -Chautauqua West
SW. ^ NE.;^ Sec. 13, T6N., R. 12 W., Jersey County,
Vertical Scale ; l" = 20'
inois
llinois State Geological Survey^ March^ 1954
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can be seen in the bluffs only 1/2 mile southeast. In the
Chautauqua outcrop the shale grades upward very gradually
through shaly buff limestone into the relatively pu.re
crinoldal limestone of the Burlington, The contact with the
Burlington is where the chert nodules lose their greenish
color and the lim.estone becomes comparativel:,'' puroo
Another outcrop of the Fern Glen occurs less th.an 3 miles
northwest of Chautauqua in Jerseyvillc Hollow (table 5)>
where the formation consists of 20 feet of light greenish-
gray crinoidal limestone containing greenish-gray chert bands.
It is almost indistinguishable from the Burlington^ Not far
west of Jerseyville Hollow the Fern Glen cannot be differen-
tiated from the lower Burlington, thus indicating that the
Fern Glen is actually a shaly facies of the Burlington^
South, of Chautauqua the Fern Glen crops out
Str Louis
J
Jefferson J StOo Genevieve, and Perry
Missouri and in Monroe County^ Illinois., It is
nized in i:hc subsurface of western Illinois,^ but
be differentiated very far eastward into the Eas
Basin,
38,6 Curve left,
39'. 3 Begin descent of Jerseyville Hollow to Grafton^
One of the longest and finest geologic sections in centra^
western Illinois is exposed along Highway 100 where it
descends Jerse^^'ville HollovJ to the village of Grafton (table
^), As outcrops are essentially continuous ^ a complete sec-
tion from middj.e Burlington (Mlsslsslppian) to Edgewood
(lower Silurian) can be studied. Some of the Silm^ian section
is repeated m the lower part of the hollow because of fault-
ing ..,
wide ly in
counties in
aj.so rocng-
it 3annot
tern Interior
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Tablc 5. - Composite section of exposures in Jerseyville Hollow,
Thic^'mess in foot
Burlington limestone
Fern Glen limestone
Sedalia dolomite
Chouteau limestone
Hanni"bal shale
Glen Park limestone
Sylamorc sandstone
Cedar Valley limestone
Jolict dolomite
Kankakee dolomite
Edgewood dolomite
Maquoketa shale (tlirovn out of
shallow dug well)
Total
^54
20
7
25
1
1/3
57
28
20+
258 1/3
39.6 Burlington limestone, both sides of road for 0,2 mile,
39,8 Burlington (buff) above Chouteau (gray) on left,
^0,0 Good Chouteau outcrops on left.
^-0,1 Cave in Hannibal shale beneath 30 feet of exposed Chouteau
across stream to left,
^0,3 First Devonian-Silurian outcrops, Silurian outcrops extend
down hollow into Grafton,
^1,3 Stop sign in Grafton, Turn right (west) on Route 100,
The Illinois River joins the Mississippi River ahead
(south) and slightlv to the left. Our route west from here
is along the Illinois River, The rock garden of Dr. Gideon
Dcmpsey, on the right after turning the corner, c-onsists
largely of geodes from the Warsaw formation, collected locall'
^1-1,6 In the 30- to ^i-O-foot bluff on the right (north) at edge of
road, SilLirian dolomite, with the Kankakee formation at
road level, dips very slightly to the south. This outcrop
is 300 to 500 feet south of the crest of the Lincoln anti-
cline. Our route will be essentially on the crest for two anc
a half miles before the bluff line swings far enough south
to catch the vcr^'- steeply dipping beds on the south flank of
the folds The crest is typically a thousand feet or so north
of the steep dips.
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^1.9 The lower bluff, ^00 feet off road to richt (north) behind
the stone church, is Silurian dolomite^ separated from the
upper bluff of Chouteau limestone by a slope of Hannibal
shale,,
^-2,1 Mouth of Mason Hollow on right (north)
«
^2,2 Sinclair station on left and Standard on right, Silurian
dolom.itG occurs in the lower cliff 800 feet to right
(north).. The upper cliff is mainly Chouteau, with Sedalia
in the re-entrant near the top, and has a thin cap of Biu'ling--
ton limestone,
1+2 0^1- Numerous boat docks
v
1+2,^7 Similar bluff section to last^ except about 30 feet of
Burlington is present on top,
^2,9 Entrance to Trail Rangers of America lodge and Pcrc Marquette
State Park carpentry shopo
Pore Marquette State Park is named for Father Jacques
Marquette, The site, acquired in 1932^, is now Illinois-
largest state par'v^ with 5>l80 acreSc Complete facilities
for vacations arc provided at the parko Those include a
lodge-hotelo a restaurant , and guest cottages near the lodge»
An important part of the park is the Vacation Area with three
organized youth camps.^ There arc many miles of foot trails,
Ik- miles of bridle paths, the Nature Museum, picnic areas,
and campgroLindSa
The park area has a colorful historical background.
There are about 18 prehistoric Indian village sites in the
park and 125 Indian skeletons have been taken from Indian
burial mounds on McAdams Peak^ In l680 the area near the
lodge vjas the scene of a savage massacre of Illinois Indian
women and children by the Iroquois,
In addition to Marquette and Joliot, many historically
famous persons have passed this way. In the spring of l680
Father Louis Hennepin and his party spent 'j days at or across
from Pore Marquette Lodge i;aiting for the ice to go out up the
Mississippi,, In December l680 Robert Cavalier, sicur de
La Salle^ arrived here and the next year camped here with
his lieutenant Henri Tontl,
1+3.. 1 Pere Marquette Historical Marker on Silurian outcrop on
right (north;
a
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The largo stone cross co'iimemorates the first rocordod
entrance of white men into Illinois- In the spring of 1673,
Louis Jolict and the Jesuit priest Father Jacques Ilarquctte
were sent by the French Government over the \7isconsan portage
to explore the Mississippi River for a passage to the Pacific
Ocoano They traveled as far as the Arkansas River, where
they turned back, and in September entered the Illinois River
making camp at this spot. Father Marquette noted the event
in his journal of the trip, thus making it the first recorded
entrance of white men into Illinois-,
^3«.3 The Maquoketa shale underlies the slope in front of the
Silurian bluffs 800 foet to right Cnorth). The crest of
the Lincoln anticline is rising beneath us toward a closure
j
about 2 miles ahead , where not only the Maquoketa but 60
feet of the u.nder lying Kimmswick (Trenton) is exposed,
^3'>6 The road r.wings left aroujid a largo slump block of Silurian
dolomite several hundred feet long and 60 to 80 feet thick,
which has pulled away from the joint-faced cliff behind it.
The block, lubricated by the Maquoketa shale, has rotated
so that It; dips back northward at hO to 55 degrees^ Edgewood
dolomite is exposed in the slump block beneath the fence,
Kankakee in the lovrer third of the block above the fence
^
Jolj.et in the upper two- thirds, and one or two feet of
Devonian Cedar Valley limestone at the top,
^+3.8 Graham Hollow., Entrance to Camps Piasa, Ouatoga, and Pota-
watomi youth camps located in Pore Marquette Park on the
upland 2 to 3 miles north of the highway
^
hh.,1 Behind the cabins on the right and about 100 feet above the
highway is a bluff of flat-lying Silurian dolomite j The
cabins are on talus of large Silurian blocks on a Maquoketa
shale slope,
hh.M Ferry Landing on lofto
The easternmost exposure of the steeply dipping beds in
the Cap au Gres faulted flexure is a Burlington limestone
outcrop ^+0 feet above the road m the spur just beyond
(west of) the taverns across the road from the ferry landings
This outcrop has a strike II, 78o W, , and a dip 63o Sr
Burlington float extends about 75 feet north of the road in
the gully between the taverns and the spur^ The Burlington
is aDout ^'00 feet lower topographically than the base of the
flat-lying Silurian 500 feet farther north, but is about 300
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feet higher stratigraphically. Though the intervening
section may be buried under the talus, at least part of it
may be cut out by faulting.
The Cap au Gres structure was referred to as the Cap au
Ores fault for raan^^ years* Rubcy's detailed study in 1928-
1929 showed that the steeply dipping strata arc not faulted
in some places j and the structure has since been called
the Cap au Gres faulted flexure, Ilubey (1952, pp, 139-150)
discussed the mechanics of deformation and the history of
development of the structure, Ee showed that the major dc-
formations were post-St, Louis pre-Pennsylvanian and post-
Pennsylvanian^ and that the former vjas by far the groatcr«
He also cited stratigraphic evidence for movements of the
anticline in early Paleozoic, Silurian, Devonian, early Mis-
sis nippian, and late Tertiary time,
Mississippian beds striking N. 70° W, to N. 85° W. and
dipping from 22° So to 1^)^ S... crop out on the right side of
the road for the next 0,7 milca
^5.0 Leave St, Charles Quadrangle, enter Brussels Quadrangle.
East boundary of area covered by U«S,G,3, lYofessional
Paper 213 (Rubey, 1952)
o
^5.2 Deer Lick Hollow. One of Rubey ^s important cross sections
(1952, pi. 21A,) is from this hollow,
V/e have crossed the Cap au Gres steep belt into the
Troy-Brussels syncline^ The beds have dropped nearly 900
feet in less than a half mile meas.ured across the strike,
though we have been crossing the flexure diagonally for
about tiiree-fourths of a mile,
^5.7 Hartford School on left (south). The Brussels terrace is
well developed on the right side of the road for the next
mile,
^1-5.9 Pennsylvanian (Carbondale) shales and siltstones, flat-lyingy
in road-cut on right,
^6,9 Pore Marquette Picnic Area No. 1 on right (north),
^7.1 Flartford church on right (northeast).
\l »\ Pere Ilarqu.ette Park main entrance, and lodge on right
(northeast)
o
^7.6 Steeply dipping St. Louis on right (east).
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Miloage
'^1^1 Twin Springs,-, Steeply dipping Silurian on right (Gast)o
^-8.0 Curve sign opposite Kimraswick outcrop on crest of Lincoln
anticline. Buses stop and unload. Buses will return to
Lodge parl^ing lot yhero we will reload after lunch^
ST0_P__2 - Pere Ifarquette State Park., Ordj-7ician.v Silurian. Devonian,
' and MississJDPian vStrat a. Cap "au Gres Flexure, and Physiog-
NVJ-^r SEi Sec. 9, To 6 N^ , R» 13 VJ, , Brussels Quad.-
r angle, Jersey Countyo
Substops - 12..
Walking distance - three-fourths mile.
Leaving time - for lunch at the lodge at 12 noon sharp
«
Buses will unload just beyond the yellow curve sign
on Highway 100. DO NOT GO ONTO TIE HIGHl/AY, LOOJC OUT FO^
CARS A3 THERE ARE^CIBVLS'^IN BOTH ITMCT xONS
,
Turn to figure 10, This diagram shows how Stop 2 has been
organized into a series of substops lettered A through L, In addi-
tion, detailed diagrams to explain several of the substops are given
on follov/ing pages. Leaders will be stationed at the major sub-
stops,
CAUTION -' You will probably not have time to examine every
substop in detail so choose what you are most interested in and
budget your time accordingly. The trail above the fault blocks at
Twin Springs is short but steep and a few may not wish to follow it.
If not^ follow the trail which goes along the high\-;ay beyond Twin
Spring 3 p That trail joins the regular Stop 2 route at the St, Louis
breccia outcrop fsubstop 20)^
The last substop (2L) will be for LUNCH in Pere Marquette
Lodge„ Arrangements with the management require that everyone be
present and ready to eat promptly at noon^ Accordingly, warning
whistles will be blown 10 minutes before noono The Lodge is little
more than 10 minutes walk from any point along the trail.
S11CIALJ;I0TE. ^ Inasmuch as the lou.nge in the Ledge will be
occupied by^anotlTer meeting, it will be closed to our party ujitll
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SUBSTOP 2Ae—
K
immswick and Maquoketa (slumped)
The oldest rocks exposed in Pcre Marquette Park belong to
the middle Ordovician Kimms"wick formation which crops out in three
small exposures along Hlgh\7ay 100 at the base of the bluff. At
Florissant, 18 miles southeast, the formation produces oil at a
depth of 1000 feet (pag.3 1m-):, The V/aterloo and Dupo production in
Illinois just southeast of St, Louis is also from the Kimmswick
limestone
„
The formation is about 70 feet thick in the park, but only
the uppermost 1'^ to 20 feet of the formation can be seen here.
Upon weathering it developa a characteristically rough surface
marked by rounded pits which give excellent footing for lichens and
moss. It is overlain by the Maquoketa shale which slumps between
the outcrops^ The Kimmswick is a coarsely crinoidal massively bedded
pure limestone. It has a petroliferous odor when freshly broken.
The color varies from brc^/n through flesh colors to light gray, and
in places its lithology is very similar to that of the Mississippian
Burlington limestone^ Some layers in the Kimmswick are very fossil-
iferous, and the index fossil Receptaculites owoni is locally common.
One specimen is marked. Please do not SesTfoy ito
Above the Kimmswick outcrops is a 150 -foot, tree-'covered
Maquoketa shale slope.. The only exposures of the shale occur in
small isolated patches along the bridle trail, but the formation
is known to consist of greenish-gray^, thin- beaded to platy, calcar-
eous shale which is interbedded with thin layers of argillaceous
dolomite. The Maquoketa slope is surmounted by Goat Cliff, a level,
fairly continuous cliff half a mile long exposing an 80-foot Silur-
ian section. At the highest points on the cliff the Hannibal
(Mssissippian) shale can be seen in unconformable contact with
Joliet (middle Silurian) dolomite and limestone 15 to 30 feet above
the base of the Joliet, At the south end of Goat Cliff, 600-800
feet from Twin Springs, the Silurian starts to dip southv/ard into
the Cap au Gres flexure and from there to Twin Springs it is covered
by loess and slump^
SUBSTOP 2B (figure 11) .^-^-T^y'in Springs^, Silurian, Devonian.
The Silurian reaches road level at Twin Springs, striking
approximately east-west and dipping about 28 degrees south. The
Twin Springs outcrop is cut by at least 5 faults^ The best-exposed
fault planes also strike east-west, but dip north at about 65 degrees
nearly perpendicular to the beds. The main face, shown diagrammati-
cally in figure 11, is slightly oblique to both bedding and faults.
The minor faults—those numbered 1. 2. and 5--f^re exposed, and the
throw of faults 1 and 2 can be estima-ced visually from the obvious
offsets^ Drag on fault 1 can be seen best behind and above the
balanced boulder ^ approached from the left along the ledge nearly
L
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half way up the face. The planes of the two larger faults
^ 3 ^^nd h^
are not exposed ^ Determination of their throw is dependent upon
stratigraphic recognition of the rocks on either side^
Five formations--the lower Silurian (iVlexandrian) Edgc\/ood
and Kankakee dolomites ^ the middle Silurian (Niagaran; Joliet dol-
omitOj the middle Devonian Cedar Valley limestone^ and the lower
Mississippian (Kinderhook? Hannibal shale—are seen in tyic outcrcps
ahovc Twin Springs,
The oldest of these ^ the Edgewood dolomite ^ is exposed only
to the loft of fault '+., No nearby exposures show' the Maquokota-
Edgewood contact J but the Edgewood is more than 30 ^ and probably ^0^
fee-G thick hero,, It is a scf c fine-grained sllty light-gray dolo-
mite which has little visible porosity but high total porcsitVo It
weathers to smoc-^h yellow surface>3,. The upper part, poorly exposed
here but well shown at Stop 3. is purer, approaching the Kankakee,
but the Kankakee-Edgcwood contact can usually be p:ckod v^lth fair
assurance and m some spots is sharp and channeled, The twin springs
occur approxim.ately at this contact.
The name Kankakee ^ derived from northeastern Illinois^ is
used in this guide rather than Sexton Creek (from southern Illinois)
or Brossfield (Kentucky) f^Savage^ 1926'.-, Five zones are recogniz---^
ablCc (A) a basal zone similar to the underlying Edgewood but less
silty, whiter in subsurface^ browner on fresh quarried surface ^ with
more vi5:ible porosity and coarser grain^ v/oatncring rougher, and not
as yellow as the Edgewood^ It contains nests of the guide foSv^il
Pi.?.iy312.?«lll;l. JSi\nnicn^is Foerste^ a plicate pontameroid brachlopod
an incTi to an Tnch ana a half longo It and an overlying cherty
glauconitic zone (B) are poorly exposed at the top of the sectioxi
to the left of fault 5) but are well exposed at Stop 3r, The middle
zone (C ;
,j the purest part of the Kankakee^ is well exposed as tne
bottom two-fifths of the outcrop immediately above the springs^ It
is pure dolomite (over 98% soluble)^ porous^ very slightly chorty^
rough-weathering, and grossly thick-bedded to massivon In detail^
thin wavy green clay partings characterize this as well as the other
Ra):kakee units
^
producing an unduiatory bedding distinct from the
even beddj.ng more common in the Edgewood and Niagaran, The overly--
ing zone (D) is distinguished by an abrupt Increase in the number
and prominence of the shaly partings and occurs above the prominent
ledge. In this area of almost complete dolomitization^ this unit
has a tendency to remain calcareous,, About 7 feet above the ledge
the thin-bedded unit fades gradually into a purer more massive zone
(S},here represr.ated by one four- foot or two two-foot m.assive beds^
This unit in some localities carries the large (ll- to 2 inch) weakly
plicate low-beaked pontameroid brachiopod
-;
^
.^J^ic_k2u^.t}A-I^. PZi^yiPJiS^^^
and a still larger smooth strongly-beaked Fen2:j]nqrj^is , It is capped'
by a prom.inent smooth surf ace,
_,
difficult to""see""in "the central part
of the outcrop because of the overhang of the second unit of the
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Joliet, but easily seen on either side of faalt 1 approaching from
the top of the section at the right.
The two lowest units of the Joliet are seen here, together
with a third on Goat Cliff, The basal two or three feet of the
Joliet is shaly^ silty to very finely sandy, slightly glauconitic,
and thinly laminated^ The Osgood microfauna of arenaceous forams,
including the planispiraily coiled AmjnodjLScu.s^ is abundant<, This
basal unit grades upward through a cephalopod-bearing bed a foot or
two thick to a massive piirc bed 10 to 15 feet thick here, 25 feet
thick just east of Grafton^ This pure dolomite is massive, porous,
rough-weathering, and overhangs ax the top of the outcrop on all
throe blocks to the right of fault 3-^ The south side of the hogback
spur appears to be essentially the stripped Hannibal-Jcliet contact,.
Along Goat Cliff to 10 feet of a third Joliet unit occurs between
the puj'c bed and the Plannibal,, This unit is dolomite or dolomitic
limestone, in regular beds mostly 1 to 2 feet thick., The dolomD.te
is still close to 98% pure but has thin^ smooth green shale partings
between bods,, Red mottling ^ characteristic of the IJiagaran lime-
stones in southern Illinois, is sporadic here and is largely confined
to calcitic rather than dolvcmitized rocks, commoner in tnc first and
third units than the pure bed.
Ten or twelve feet of upper Devonian Cedar Valley limestone
occurs between faults 3 'ind M-. and there is up to a foot of Cedar
Valley limestone on the dip slope of the blocks betv/een faults 1
and 3.1 The Cedar Valley is a tan^ f ossiliferous sandy limestone,
varying in texture from, sublithographic to rather coarsely cry.'^tal-
line, (Pjv^3.§.?, ^P, Tii^ c_qllcct ,quT ^iiidc fossils. The outcrop is
vcr3^ small" and striicTurally important, ""and Fhere will be ample
chance for collecting from extensive surfaces at Stop 3? which is
one of a number of good collecting localities in the area. ) The
big spirifcroid is probabl3'' Platyrachella io\^nEis (Owen), The base
of the Cedar Valley is not exposed, but 'r'cglon'ally it is un.conform-'
able on the entire range of earlier Devonian, Silurian, and upper
and middle Ordovician formations. Its thickness ranges to ^0 feet
on nearby outcrops and 100 feet in the subsurface 50 miles east.
The unconformable contact with the Mississippian Hannibal
shale is pcorlj^ exposed in the path at the top of the Cedar Valley
outcropa The Sylamore sandstone, sporadically present at the base
of the uppermost Devonian and lower Mississippian sequence, is not
visible here but it occurs v/ithin a few miles in several directions^
The Hannibal, which is incompletely exposed here, is a green, rather
pure clay-shale,, In outcrops both northwest and southeast of here
it contains som.o dark gray to black shale^.
If not quite conclusive, the evidence for post-Devonian, pre-«
Mississippian movement on fault 3j ^-nd possibly on fault 4, is very
strong and is the most likely explanation of the Devonian block ex-
posed on the trail. There seems little possibility of there being
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appreciable thicknesses of Devonian between Joliot and Hannibal in
the blocks to the right (south) of fault 3. There is no Devonian
bebv/een Joliet and Hannibal in the first outcrop of the Hannibal to
the left of fault ^, biit this is a thousand feet or so north.
Reconnaissance during the winter of 1953-5^ failed to disclose any-
Devonian rocks along Goat Cliff,
The pro-Mississippian fault hypothesis demands a fault scarp
or post-2Iannibal movement along fault 3 to account for the 6- to
8
-foot difference on the base of the Hannibal^ Development of cither
a vertical-walled valley or sinkhole on the post-Silurian surface
filled v/ith Devonian limestone seems unlikely on two accounts.
1) Though the prc-Devonian surface bevels 90 or 100 feet of strata
on the Lincoln fold outlier, it is fairly smooth, for example, in the
ab^indcned quarry innodiately caet of Grafton where It cuts acxoss as
much as 10 feet of strata, 2) VJherc pro-Devonian karst topography
is known, and it is common in the subsurface 30 to 100 miles oast of
here, the sediments filling the irregularities are largely shale and
sand (such as the "Hoing" sand, to be seen at Stop 3)? rather than
limestone,
Post-Devonian pre-Mississippian, or at least pre-Osage, fault-
ing opposed in direction to the later major movement is a character-
istic of the Ste, Gcnevieve-R-ttlesnake Ferry faulted flexure belt,
roughly parallel in direction but 75 miles south of the Cap au Gres
structure. Though the Stc, Genevicvo-Rattlesnako Ferry zone is
larger and more complicated, the parallelism in time of movement
as well as in direction now seems quite striking. The major move-
ment on the Ste, Genevieve structure may v/ell be late Mississippian
and early Pennsylvanian, as suggested by evidence at Alto Pass.
Fountain Bluff, and the Pennsylvanian "sink-hole" outliers on the
Ozarks, and thus bo contemporary with that of Cap au Grcs and many
other Eastern Interior structures, rather than being post-Pennsyl-
vanian as commonly accepted in the literature^
SUBSTOP 2C (figure 12),—Lookout Point, Physiography
From this point you are looking due west across the valley
of the Illinois toward peninsular Calhoun County, the crest of
which rises about m-00 feet above the river. On the far side of the
river the Deer Plain terrace of late \AJisconsin rilankato) age makes
a low apron, about a mile wide, which slopes gently (15 to 20 feet
per -mile) away from the base of the bluff Sc Above it lies the
Brussels terrace of Illinoian age, which can be seen clearly behind
the white barn in the middle of the large valley almost directly'-
opposite us. The valley, Greenbay Hollow, is developed in the
crest of the Lincoln anticline.
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About 1 mile north of GrcGnbay Kollow, ncstlod at the base
.
of the first bold cliffs jour eyes encounter, is the village of
Mcppen, near which we will be for Stop H-.
In l5ll^ as the re.^tu.lt uf tror.ble •ith the Indiar..i a block-
house I'las bullb at I-feppen cind another near the mcuth of the Iliiy.dis
P.iver to assui-re the safet:)-- of travelers, en the waterway^
To the far left the towers of a high-tcnc;ion power line cross
the Mississippi Rivor at the south end of Calhoun County. At the
position of eleven o -clock is the spire of the church in the village
of Brussels,
The upland surface on both sides of the Illinois River in
this region truncates the Lincoln fold and is interpreted as a
peneplain,^ named the Calhoun peneplain by Rubey (1952., pp. 102"10'-f)j
and correlated with the Lancaster peneplain of the Driftless area
in northwestern Illinois by Horberg (1950? PPo 90. 93 )f Brown
chert gravels (Grover) of Tertiary ago occur on the Calhoun pene-
plain and are overlain by Pleistocene looss deposits,:
The stee:."^.y dipping beds of the Cap au Gres flexure.^ on which
wo arc standing, cross the valley and transect the opposite bluffs
in the small conical hill on the left (south) side of Grocnbay
Follow, As can bo seen frorn this pointj the upland surface of
Calhoun. County north of the Cap au Gres flexure is about 175 feet
higher than on the south side.. Tertiary gravels occixr on both sur-
faccSj Rubey (1952, pp, 6'-!-=66) attributes these relations to re-
newed movement along the Cap au Gres structure un late Tertiary time
following erosion of the Calhoun peneplain and deposition of the
gravels.
The crests of the spurs sloping from the peneplain.^ when
projected into Illinois Valley ^ meet about 125 feet above the flood
plain and form a submature erosion surface^ which Rubey (1952, pp*
109'-110) calls the Intermediate Upland Surface, This suiface was
trenched to a depth of about 15C feet below the present flood'
plain of the Illinois River before Pleistocene time and the volj.ey
carried the combined waters of the prcglaclal Ilississippl River from
which
r:
ably several million. The Mississippi River v;as not pcrraanently
diverted to its present position west of the Calhoun County divide
until early in Wisconsin timo;
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This area was not glaciated (fig. 1); the Kansan ice from
the north\'/cst reached the western bluff of Calhoun County and the
Illinoian ice came from the northeast to atout three miles east of
this pointe The strongly dissected nonglaciatod area which in-'
eludes most of ©alhoun and Pike counties and this corner of Jersey
Countj^ is the Lincoln Hills section of the Ozark Plateaus
(Leighton^ Ekblaw, and Horbergj 19^8),
S IBST P 2D ,—Strike fault in Ipwor Mississippian rocks
with displacement of 65 1'cet "plus
This substop is on the slope about 200 feet below the shelter
house of Substop 2C., It should be attempted only if the slope is dry
and only by those who are accustomed to such climbing—the slope
is steep and the footing poor^
Two different interpretations of this fault may be made,
depending on the identification of the strata on the south side of
the faulty The first is given by Rubey^ who wrote (1952^ pp. 1^1-
m-2) that "the actual fault is exposed as a chert breccia that cuts
across the Burlington and Sedalia formations and curves down the
steep hillside in such a way as to sho\</ that the fault surface is
either gently concave in horizontal plan to the south or m.ore
sharply concave in vertical section to the north or is curved both
in plan or section* This fault is downthrown on the south sidcj
the stratigraphic displacement is only about 65 feet and the vertical
throw is probably about 1^0 fcetp" (See fig. 10,)
A second interpretation may be made if the formation on the
downthrown side of the fault is identified as Keokuk, Such iden-
tification is based on the character of the chert breccia in and
south of the fault zone. The brecciated chert has dolomitic
mottling and banding
.^
which is also a distinguishing feature of some
30 feet of cxtrcmicly cherty brecciated limestone and dolomite m
the lowermost part of the Keokuk of this area and northwards Further-
more
^
the proximity of Warsaw geodes on a nearby slope (Substop 2E)
causes some doubt as to v/hether there is enough space for both the
Kcokii.k and part of the Burlington to be present betv;een the V/arsaw
and the fault. If the second interpretation is accepted, the
stratigraphic displacement on the fault is about 175 feet and the
vertical throw 250 feet, approxim.ately the same as a fault on the
strike of this one which has been traced for 2 miles beginning a
mile and a half east of this place
^
S UBST P 2E --Waxtaw__^^codes
South of the shelter house prom.ontory there is a deep re-
entrant in the bluff which marks the position of the Warsaw shale
in the flexure ^ The shale does not crop out, but its presence is
shown by Warsaw geodes v/hich arc scattered over the hillside below
the trail,, The geodes here are not the type prized by collectors
but are largely filled^

SUBSTOP 2F.>~"Salem limestone and lower St> Louis
The Salom limestone is represented in the section alonp; this
trail hy a single long^, narrow, rather steeply dipping outcrop of
calcarenitic limestone on the promontory just south of the Warsaw re-
entrant « The outcrop extends to the base of the bluff, v/hero it in-
cludes some oolitic limestone.
Beyond the Salem ridge is a more prominent spur exposing the
lov/er Ste, Louis limestonC;,
STJBSTOP 2G„—St^ Louis limo^stpnc breccia.^
^PP,^^ St, Louis
,
possible Ste. Genevieve
At this substop the trail descends a series of steps past
a nearly complete section of the main St. Louis breccia which was
seen at Alton^ substop IN, The breccia, dipping 26 degrees south,
is composed m.ainly of angular fragments' of finely calcarenitic to
lithographic limestone ranging in size from pebbles to boulders
with a matrix of finely calcarenitic limestone which is slightly
argillaceous and silty. Some of the fragments arc partly rounded,
and the deposit is called a conglomerate in some reports. The
breccia has a wide distribution extending from southeastern Iowa
through western Illinois and northeastern Missouri,
Numerous papers have boon written on the origin of tho
breccia, and a variety of theories have been proposed. The uniform
lithology and large size of many of the blocks in the breccia and
the lack of sorting suggest an intraformational origin and slight
transportation of the blocks,, Tho wide distribution of the breccia
suggests tho possibility of submarine fracturing of the bods by wavo
erosion during severe storms « The presence of anhydrite and gypsum
in the St^ Louis formation only a few miles east of Alton introduces
tho possibility that the deposit is a collapse breccia resulting
from solution of soluble bedsc. No anhydrite or gypsum has been
found associated with the breccia in the outcrop area^ Several
small faults which die out upward in tho section above the breccia
were noted at Alton and might be related to the formation of a
collapse breccia^ However, the overlying beds are not notably dis-
turbed, and tho possibility that the soluble beds were dissolved
and that brccciation occurred before the deposition of overlying
beds merits consideration^ VJave and current action might account
for some rounding of the fragments and for infiltration of a ujiiform
calcareous mud which became the matrix of the breccia.
Overlying the breccia, about 70 feet of limestone is exposed
along the trail which leads to the museum (Substop 2H),, Although
none of the beds above the breccia can as yet be definitely corre-
lated with beds at Alton, the same type of C3^clical deposition is

apparonto The top 10 feet of the section consists Of very sandy
coarsely oolitic limestone which may be Ste^ Genevieve or may occur
in the St, Louis-Ste. Gonovlevo transition zone at Alton,
About 10 feet above the breccia is a zone in which Litho-
s trot ion .QTolifcrum and Litho s tr o1 1one 11a castelnaul arc common
along with bryozocns and brachiopodSj "Spirif or littoni and Dictyo"
£.l9-§.tlis. icmu^ostus have been identified from beds immediately above
the breccia 5 and Linoproductus ova
t
us is common In the uppermost
oolitic bods
3
SUBSTCP 2H, =--TTjiilsjWc_^'Iuscum
The park m.useum, which will be open for your inspcction_,
contains collections of fossils , artifacts, plants ^ and animals from
the park and surrounding area,
•S TJBST PS 2 J.^ 2 J, 2K. --.-Pleistpc^enc . mid. Ph;;sio
From the museum, follow the trail to the lodge, noting sub-
stops 21,^ J, and K^ as sliown in figure 10,
The lodge is situated on the Brussels terrace (s^ubstop 21)
vjhich slopes down in front of the lodge to the surface of the Deer
Plain terrace (cubstop 2 J) , which the main highway crosses^ Beyond
it there is a drop of only about 10 feet to the flood-plain level
(i^ubstop 2K) , which is largely inundated b}'- backwater from, the dam
at Alton,
The Brussels terrace (Rubey, 195^^ PPe 82-87) consists of
intcrbcdded sand and silt deposited in a lake formed by Illinoian
ice blocking the river at St„ Louis.^ as previo'usly noted. The
water-laid deposits are overlain by 20 feet or m.ore of l/isconsin
loess,. This terrace is equivalent to the Quiver terrace described
by Robertson (1938) in the Mississippi and Missouri VallcySo
The Deer Plain terrace (Rubey ^ 1952^ pp, 90'-96) is a valley-
train of late V/isconsin CMankato) glacial outwash heading in the
upper reaches of Mississippi Valleyc It consists of gravel, sand,
and silt. It was the latest valley train in Mississippi Valley and
is not loess covered^ Deer Plain aggradation in Mississippi Valley
greatly exceeded that in Illinois Valley^ As a result ^ the Iowqt
Illinois was ponded, and sand and silt were swept into the valley
from the Mississippi,. The deposits grade up Illinois Valley from
sand to silt, and the terrace surface declines gradually until
it passes beneath the Recent flood plain about 15 miles above the
mouth of the valley.
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Illinois River is cntrcncliGd in the Door Plain terrace, but
the terrace still occupies about one-third of the vidth of the val-
ley floor at its mouthy Even before the construction of the naviga-
tion dams, Illinois River was not actively widening its valle3% and
there wore almost no changes in its channel^ Aggradation at the
mouth of the valley has reduced its gradient so much (28 feet in
236 miles; that high-water stages at Grafton arc as high as low-
water stages at Starved Rock State Park near LaSallc,^ Illinois
«
In contrast, the Mississippi River channel has been con-
stantly changing by the formation of new bars and the lateral ero-
sion of its flood plain., In this region Pleistocene terraces have
been almost entirely cut from the floor of Mississippi Valley and
are preserved only in the tributary vallc3'^s„ The composition of the
flood plains and the regimen of the rivers were given SDccial study
by Rubey (1952^ pp. 98-^.101^ 122-136),
3UBST0P 2L.»---Pere Marquette LodRO Hotel
Lunch will be served promptly at noon in the main dining
room, which is on the right as you enter the main lounge.
Rest room.s are along the hall which is on the far left just
as you enter the lounge,
TALKJVFTER_LiB]CIL >>^After lunch Mr. W, VJ, Rubey will discuss
the develojyment of the Lincoln anticline on the terrace In front of
the lodge,.
After the talk the buses will reload in the parking area
southeast of the lodge
,
Mileag^e
^7 y^ Mileage on first passing lodge ropoated. Leaving the lodge,
turn right (west) onto highway ICO at entrance,
^9-0 V/J.lliams Hollow„ Floor and lower slopes underlain b}/ Maquoketa
shalCo Note the well-developed Brussels terrace, 30 to ^0
feet above road level running nearly a mile back up the hollow
to right (east)
J
h9,h- Edgcwocd high in valley wail .at edge of Williams Hollow,
^9*5 Maquoketa shale exposed behind small white house on right,
Silurian bluff nearly continuous,
^9.7 Leave Brussels Quadrangle, enter Hardin Quadrangle,
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MllongG
50.0 High blLiff of Mississippian visible above Silurian-Devonian
bluff for short distance.
50,5 Small quarry in Edgcv/ood dolomite in bluff to right (oast).
50,7 Maquokcta in ditch on right, Edgcwood bluff continuing.
51.^ Another Maquokcta exposure at south edge of large metal barn,
51.5 The Edgewood (Silurian) bluff is dropping closer to the road
as wc approach the axis of the Otter Creek synclinc (fig. 3)«
52.1 Edgewood at road level,
52.7 Village of Roscdalo in Coon Crcok Hollow at right (east),
52.8 Dcvonian-SiluTian at right (east),
53.6 Near the S-curvc sign, the Silurian is largely mantled by
talus of tan fossiliferous Cedar Vc.lley (Devonian) limestone,
the top of which is almost continuously exposed on the wooded
slope about 50 feet above the highway. Two to four feet above
the top of the Cedar Valley arc scattered outcrops of very
light gray lithographic Louisiana (early Kinderhook) limestone,
with outcrops of thin-bedded platy silty dark gray Glen Park
limestone for another 6 feet. The Louisiana weathers into
chips and rectangular blocks up to the size of paving bricks.
It weathers white, in contrast to the dull gray to tan
weathered surfaces of the Cedar Valley and the even duller
dark gray Glen Park shingles. Higher on the slope a little
slumped Hannibal shale shows, and Chouteau limestone forms a
ledge 68 feet above tho Louisiana,
5^,1 Devonian close to road at right, Mississippian bluff set back
from highway,
5^,3 The thin-bedded Cedar Valley (Devonian) in the cut on the
secondary road at right is the start of the Tcnerlffc School
section (fig-. 13)^ which is exposed for the next half mile.
This section is included to show the relations of the basal
Kinderhook formations, although time does not permit us to
make a stop.
The section from the Cedar V;-'.llGy through tho Glen Park
was measured in a fresh excavation about 500 feet north of tho
secondary road and 20 feet above the highway. From there to
Teneriffe school, where tho remainder of the section was
measured, the Chouteau and Burlington limestones form a high-
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Burlington , 15' exposed
Limestone, light buff, pure,
crinoidol
SedoliQ, 4-^' , dolomite
,
buff, crinoidol )
Chouteau, 38'
Limestone, gray slightly silty,
dense to crinoidol, chert, gray
with light gray or buff rims;
small calcite geodes.
Siltstone, light gray, calcareous.
Limestone, gray, silty, argillaceous
Hannibal, 40' exposed
Shale, greenish gray, calcareous
in upper part, noncolcoreous in
lower port some dork gray
fissile shale in upper port;
thin stringers of limestone
in lower part.
Glen Pork, 6
Limestone, silty, argil I
aceous, interbedded with shale,
^
Louisiana, 2f Limestone
gray, lithographic
Saverton, 6' shale, qrn. sdft/CZi
Sylomore f Sandstone^^'
-LlJ
Cedar Valley, 14'
Limestone, light brown/
fossiliferous.
~T . 1 TT
Figure 13 - Teneriffe School
NW. Corner Sec. 9, T 7 N., R. 13 W., Jersey County, inois
Vertical Scale: 20"
Illinois State Geological Survey^ Morch^ 1954
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level bluff. The base of the Hannibal does not show at the
school, but a ^-foot outcrop of Glen Park at road level 500
feet north of the school establishes the position of the con-
tact* In the half mile across the section the beds dip about
25 feet north into the Otter Creek syncline.
At Stop 2 the Hannibal shale rests directl;y on Silurian
or Devonian strata, and at Stop 3 only a few inches of Syla-r c
more sandstone separates the Hannibal from the Cedar Valley,
North and east of these stops 5 older Kinderhook units arc
intercalated beneath tho Hannibal but above sandstones similar
to the Sylamorc, and in the Illinois Basin farther east and
south, units of the New Albany (Chattanooga) black shale come
in at this position. Three of the post-S^^lamore prc-'Hannibal
units (Saverton, below, Louisiana, and Glen Park) occur here,
and we shall pass over tho buried feather edges of a lower
unit (Grassy Creek) on our retui^n trip through Jerse^^illc
to St, Louis,
Tho age of these beds has long been in doubt. Some
follow tho classification of the Sylamore as basal Ilississip-
pian, as used in this guidebook. Others consider the Grassy
Creek, and still others the Louisiana, as the top of the
Dovonian, Recently many have listed the Sylamore to Louisiana
sequence as "Mississippian or Devonian,,"
Although tho Hannibal is largelj^ greenish-gray shale, it
contains lenses of dark gray to black shale in many places,
Rubcy (1952, pPa 37-38) describes minutely laminated very
dark gray shale in the Hannibal near Hamburg, 1^ miles north-
west of here, and wc shall see similar shale in the Hannibal
at Meppon (Stop h)
c,
East and southeast more laminated spore-
bearing black shale comes into the Hannibal, and the formation
thins. The black shale crops out in Mason and Jcrseyville
hollows at the north edge of Grafton, and perhaps most clearly
along a branch of Otter Creek. 1,0 to l,h miles northeast of
Nutwood and about 2 miles north of Teneriffe school. In the
Nutwood section tho Hannibal is black fissile shale in the
interval from 7 to 22 feet above tho Glen Park. Black spore-
bearing shale outcropping above the Glen Park is also described
in Ste, Genevieve County, Missouri, 75 miles south of here.
Within tho New Albany, beds believed to be equivalent to the
Hannibal do not change entirely to black shale, but include
some gray or greenish-gray shale all the way east across the
Illinois Basin,
Tho Glen Park is sandy argillaceous occasionally oolitic
limestone and calcareous shale. Its contact with the Hannibal
shale is transitional, with thin limestone or calcareous
siltstono lentils appearing in the lower part of the Hannibal,
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at first sporadically but bccomins thicker and more numerous
downward. The Glen Park is fossillfcrous^ and its fauna,
sometimes called the Hamburg fauna^ occurs also in the Under-
wood shale in the upper New Albany of Indiana p The pinch-
outs of the Glen Park and the Louisiana limestones coincide
about 2 miles south of here, but generally the Glen Park is
much more widospreade
Tho Louisiana limestone is a hard^ dense, light gray
lithographic limestone with buff dolomitic mottling » It is
overlain by the Glen Park formation or the Hannibal shale
^
and underlain by Cedar Valley limestone j S^'-lanore sandstone,
or Saverton shale. It occurs as a lens up to ^0 feet thick,
perhaps 20 miles wide, and 200 miles long, extending from. Iowa
dov/n the Mississippi Valley to Calhoun County and then cast-
ward in subsurface. At Louisiana, Missouri, and other places
north of Callioun County where the Louisiana crops out, the
Chouteau limestone above the Hannibal has been removed by pre-
Osagc erosion.^ Hovrever, tho two somewhat similar limestones,
separated by the Hannibal and usually tho Glen Park, both crop
out here and in many other localities in Calhoun and Jersey
counties. The Chouteau is present above all Louisiana out-
crops mentioned by Rubc^^ (1952, pp^ 33 f^nd 3^^-/ in the north-
eastern half of the Hardin and Brussels quadrangles^ Both
limestones arc present and are separated by 30 to 100 feet
of Glen Park-Hannibal in wells in Jersey Coujity, except for
the southv;estern corner, and eastward for another 50 miles or
sOj The Louisiana does not occur south of tho latitude of
Alton„ and the fine-grained limestone overlying the New Albany
almosi: throughout the Illinois Basin and correlating with the
Indiana Rockford is the Chouteau rather than tho Louisiana
(Buschbach, 1953).
Tho bluish"grccn Saverton shale is very thin and soft in
this area, and Rubcy (1952, Po 33) treats it as part of the
Louis ianao The outcrop here is the only one seen by the
V7r iters in the field trip area, though a covered interval be-
tween the Louisiana and the Cedar Valley suggests its occur-
rence at many other places.
Creek
The black Grassy/shale is overlapped b^^ tho Louisiana
limestone in northern Calhoun County^ Tho southernmost out-
crop is in the section at Hamburg (table 6), Tho lower part
of the section is in Irish Hollow, a few hundred feet cast of
the center of sec^ 35, Ta 9 S,, R, 3 W^ , Calhoun County,
Hardin Quadrangle, The part above tho Glen Park is measured
at the north edge of Hamburg, in the NEi NEi !Mi sec, 35.
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TnblG 6, - Composite section at Ilr.raburc
Thlclmos:
""ill f...'jt
10*
:onc 25
...5 5J. V-.OX1J.OX1-OJ. c^j ^j.^^^ ^^xx-^ and shale
with some dark gray mottling 75
Glen Parkj gra3^ to brown sandy limestone
and oolite 13-fr
Louisiana, buffish-gray lithographic limestone 5
Savcrton^ greenish-gray shale 1/2
Grassy Creck^ black fissile shale 1/3
Sylamorc sandstone 0-1"
Cedar Valley limestone ^-5
Joliet limestone 15-^
In subsiorface the Saverton-Grassy Creek shale thickens rapidly
eastward. At Alton the Louisiana and the Glen Park still overlap
the Saverton and Grassy Creek; a well shows (above the Devonian) a
trace of Sylamorc, five feet of Louisiana, 15 feet of Glen Park,
^0 feet of Kannibal, including much black as well as greenish-gray
shale, 15 feet of Chouteau, and h^ feet of Fern Glen, A few miles
cast of Alton, the Saverton-Grassy Creek shales extend southward
beneath the Louisiana to lie directly beneath Glen Park or undif-
ferentiated Hannibal-Glen Park, Both shale sequences arc similar '
and the entire sequence is then called New Albany, However, they
can be separated in electric logs by an abrupt downward increase
in resistivity, the upper part of the black Grassy Creek being more
resistive than the black shales or any other units in the Hannibal,
This electric criterion may classify the Saverton. which is only a
few inches thick in the basin, with low-resistivity upper Ncv; Albany
(Glen Park-Hannibal equivalents) rather than with the high-resistiv-
ity middle New Albany,
The Indiana correlative of the Grassy Creek is believed to be
the middle New Albany or Blackiston, now considered upper Devonian
in age by many workers, Sylamore-type sand occurs almost universally
at the base of the Grassj'- Creek-Blackiston in the southwestern
Illinois subsurface. It is widely present at that position in
southern Indiana and also in central Tennessee, where it is called
the Hardin sandstone. About 120 miles southeast of here, in Clay
and Jefferson counties, is the feather edge of the lower New Albany
Blochor formation, generallj'- recognized as Devonian, probably as low
as Tully, No Sylamore-type sand is Imown at the base of the Blocher
in Illinois, and it is definitely lacking in at least three places
where the section has been cored, but Sylamore-type sand occurs
locally at the base of even this early black shale unit in Indiana
and central Tennessee.
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Mlloaro
55*'^ Bridge over Otter Crook, on axis of the contlc Otter Crook
syncline, here 200 feet s true tiirally beneath the crest of the
Lincoln anticline at Stop 2, 7 miles behind us. and 100 feet
bclov/ the crest of the Nutwood anticline ^ a little over a
mile aheada The Devonian is here at, or slightly beneath,
the road level.
55 i7 Nutwood, Devonian-Silurian at right (east) in road cut and
bluff. Basal Devonian "Hoing" sand is exposed in lower part
of re-entrant 1^ feet above the road at the arrow pointing to
Nutwood
o
56.0 Crest of Nutwood anticline, Devonian-Silurian bluffs on right
continue for about a mile,
57.3 Bridge and stop sign. Junction with Illinois l6. Continue
ahead (north) on Illinois 100^
57*5 Extensive Devonian outcrops with cap of fossiliferous Cedar
Valley sandstone. Occasional Silurian outcrops,
57o8 Nose with good Devonian section. The Devonian is dropping
rapidly,
58,3 Small rise brings road over Devonian.,
58,9 A slope on Hannibal shale , on the right, leads up to a bluff
of Chouteau limestone capped with loess,,
59.^ Chouteau and Burlington exposed at right as road curves left,
61.1 Field on quarry in bluffs on right exposes Chouteau, Sedalia,
and lower Burlington limestones,
62,j^ The Calhoun County bluff across the Illinois River is nearly
everywhere capped by the middle Burlington, However, in and
immediately south of Hardin the Hardin syncline (fig, 3)^ with
250 feet of negative closure, pulls the Burlington down go tho
road level at the water tower. The start of dip south into
the syncline can be seen just above and to left of the bridge,
Silurian dolomite crops out at the base of the bluff from the
bridge abutment for about a mile north, and again from a
mile and a half south of the bridge on south for 8 mileSc
63,0 Joe Page Memorial Bridge over Illinois River... Until 1931,
v/hen this bridge was constructed, Calhoun County could be
reached only by ferry or by gravel roads coming down both
sides of tho peninsula from the north.

Mileage
63.^- End of bridge a Stop sign. Turn left (south) into Hardin,
leaving Route 100, Hardin is the county scat of Calhoun
County, which is famous for its apples.
63,8 Main street junction in Hardin, Continue ahead on newly con-
structed road, (If construction is still in progress, we will
take the old rond a few hundred feet farther west against the
base of the bluff, adding about 0.2 mile to the mileage,)
65(.0 Cedar Valley limestone crops out at road level, dipping 3
degrees north on south flank of Hardin syncline,
of
65.^ Maquoketa in road ditch at right. Over 100 feet/ structure in
the last half mile,
66,^ Leave now construction, onto old blacktop road,
67.0 Far right (west) behind the white house. Louisiana and Glen
Park limestones are well exposed above the ledge of Devonian
limestone and beneath a slope of Hanjiibal shale which extends
up to Chouteau-Scdalia-Burlington in the high bluff,
67 9 High bluffs on right. The Sedalia forms a buff, five-foot re-
entrant just above tree-top level. Above the Sedalia is a
fifteen-foot band of basal Burlington^ Chcrty middle Burling-
ton caps the bluff, and there are good exposures of gray
Chouteau beneath the Sedalia,
68,2 Devonian-Silurian strata are exposed 10 to 15 feet above the
valley floor ^ Cherty middle Burlington is well exposed high
in the bluff.
68.8 Apple orchard on right is on a small alluvial fan with a small
Intermittent stream entrenched on top of the fan. All along
the road from Hardin to Meppen the small bridges are on rises
in the road as we travel near the top of an apron formed by
the coalescence of numerous small alluvial fans^
69,0 Good viev7 of the Chouteau-Sedalia-Burlington bluff above the
talus. The lower 15 to 20 feet of the bluff is Choutoau^,
69«3 Behind the trees at right is a Devonian-Silurian bench 20 feet
high with 15 feet of Hannibal shale exposed above
o
70,2 Middle Burlington limestone is well exposed at the top of
the bluff,
70,7 Maquoketa shale with Silurian dolomite above is exposed at
road level 200 feet right (west) of the road.
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Milggge
71.1 Union school on right,
71^3 Devonian-Silurian strata at road level on the rights
71.8 Devonian-Silurian blocks along the old road 100 to 200 feet
on righto
71.9 The cliff at right is the front of a truncated spur sloping
away from the Illinois River 5 as we will see looking back
north from the next stop, a mile south of here«
72*6 The cedar-dotted slope Is developed on the Maquoketa shale <.
The base of the Silurian is lifted about ^0 feet above road
level by a small unnamed anticlinal nose,
72,9 Junction with Batchtown road. Turn right (west) on Batchtown
road a
73 cO Turn right (north) on road to Monterey school^
73.1 Park in yard near schoolc
ST_0P__3.3 ~ Monterey school, Ordoviciano Silurian, Devoni an, and
'
"" Mis s
3
f: .-^^ ippian S tr a ta " ' " "
NEi SWi, Sec, llj T„ 12 S, , R,, 2 \K ^ Hardin Quadrangle,
Calhoun Coun-fcy,
V/alking distance - 100 yards.
Leaving time •- 2x30 p,m„
See figure 1^,
Except for the covered Maquoketa-Edgewood contact, the
section from the Ordovician Maquoketa shale to the Mssissippian
Hannibal shale is continuously exposed at the end of a riage immed-
iately north of the abandoned Monterey school.
Structurally this stop is on the crest of a "/ery low
uTinamed subsidiary anticlinal nose plunging gently eastward parallel
to, and tliree miles north of, the crest of the Lincoln fold "(figo 3)«
It is separated from the major anticlinal axis by the Moppen syn-
cline, which brings the Mississippian down to road level at the next
stop, a mile and a half south. Consequently, the section at the
next stop is essentially the upward continuation of the section here.
The Maquoketa shale is about 125 feet thick in this
vicinity. The upper part of the shale, exposed on both sides of
the east"West fence shortly south of the nose of the bluff, is
greenish-gray nonfossiliferous clay"Shale„ The lower part of the

South North
shale and sandstone
I"- 2"
Kankakee dolomite 15 4 *"
'C A
Platymerella manniensiS|^ •> FloortT~^—/ "^ / 7— 7— /
zone- J t / /— / / / /
Figure 14- Stop 3 Monterey School
NE. ^SW. ^ Sec. II, T. 12 S., R.2W., Calhoun County, Illinois
Vertical Scale ; l" = lO'
Illinois State Geological Survey^ March^ 1954
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shr.le includes dr.rlicr, more c-^.lcareous beds, even grading to shaly
dolomite. It contains thin sideritic layers and thin layers of
granular fossiliferous phosphate carrying a miniature "depauperate"
fauna at or near the base, and a sporadic basal conglomerate of
fossiliferous chert.
In some seasons the level of the Maquoketa-Silurian con-
tact beneath the talus cover is marked by water scops; after the
dry 1953 fall, this seep line could not be recognized, but the con-
tact is probably near the top of the 25-foot covered interval
(fig. W.
The ^-8 feet of buff Silurian dolomite exposed here is
referred to two Lower Silurian (Alexandrian) formations, the Edge-
wood and Kankalcec, Tlio Edgewood is divided into 3 members north-
west of here in Jlissom'i? the Gyrene limestone (at the base), the
Noix oolite, and the Bowling Green magnesian limestone, but only
the latter is represented in our 33-foot section; the Noix is over-
lapped 6 miles north and the Gyrene 20 miles or so northwest. The
Edgewood through wide areas averages only 10 to 20 feet thick.
Where it roaches a thickness of 50 feet, as it does a couple of milej
south, it t;^rpically thickens at the expense of the Maquoketa, fill-
ing depressions on the post-'Maquoketa erosion surface. Therefore,
it is not surprising that hero at the edge of a thick area, the
lower half of the exposure should show low-angle cross-bedding. The
dominant lithology is yellowish-buff smooth-v;eathering fine-grained
silty dolomite (80-85/:^ soluble) with high true porosity, lo\/ naked-
eye porosity, and low permeability. The top few feet are relatively
pure. Fossils in the dolomite facies are few-—occasional small
brachiopod molds, and a few siliclfied stroraatoporoids in the upper
part.
Only the lower 15 feet (about half) of the Kankakee is
present here° the upper part was rcm.ovod by pre-Devonian erosion.
At this outcrop there is no well-defined unconformable surface be-
tween the Edgewood and Kankakee formations, and the exact position
of the contact within two or three feet of transitional beds can
be questioned. The beds throe to six feet above the base of the
Kankakee are pure (up to 98^0 soluble), hard, permeable dolomite,
which grades upward to cherty, very slightly sandy dolomite which
extends from 6 to 8 feet above the base to the top. Though both
Silurian formations -re buff dolomite, there is a good contrast
between the smooth-surfaced, smooth-bedded ycllow-wcathering Edge-
wood and the rough-surfaced, v/avy-bodded, grayer Kankakee,
Eight and a half feet above the base of the Kankakee and
5 to 7 feet below the top is a two-inch sandstone, Rubey (1952,
p. 28) notes another locality with a similar thin sandstone I8 feet
above the base and 5 foot below the top. The adjacent dolomite beds
carry a few scattered sand grains covering the same size range, very
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fine to medium, as the grains in the sandstone, Hovover, the sand
is also similar to that in the Devonian "Hoing" sand above « and
there is some possibility that it is a basal Devonian cavixy filling,
The guide fossil of the lower part of the Kanhakce, the
oval plicate pentameroid brachiopod, Platymer ella manniensis . about
an inch to an inch and a half long, can be fomid, together with a
few other fossils j on the floor of the small quarry and on loose
blocks, and cross sections can be found on quarry faces, both above
and below the floor a It cannot be called common in this exposure.
The upper part, perhaps 15 feet, of the Kankakee is re-
moved by pre-Devonian erosion. Beveling of the Silurian is fairly
sharp beneath the unconformity, iVbove the Kankakee there is 15 to
30 feet of Niagaran at Pere Marquette Parlr, just across the Illinois
valley,
'^l feet in Jerseyville Hollow at Grafton, about 70 just be-
yond Grafton, about 150 feet at Alton, and 500 feet 30 miles east
of Alton.
The Devonian of Calhoun and Jersey counties is referred
to the Cedar Valley formation, v/hich is late Middle Devonian, Older
beds, though still Middle Devonian, are overlapped within a very
few miles both east and north, and it Is possible that some poorly
fOGsiliferous bods at the base of this and other sections may be
outliers of the earlier V/apsipinicon formation.
On this outcrop the basal few inches of Devonian are
extremely varied^ dolomite; shale, sandstone, and chert conglomerate
immediately overlie the unconformity within a few feet laterally.
However, fairly clean sand is abundant enough in the bas;il tv7o feet
to justify the use of the term. "Ploing," which is the productive
basal Cedar Valley sandstone in the Colmar- Plymouth oil field 90
miles north. About a foot of shale overlies the "Hoing" sandstone,
followed by 7 to 8 feet of f ossiliferous, fine- to medium-grained,
very light gray to tan limestone which is well exposed in the u.pper
bench of the quarry, A large fauna has been described from lower
beds of this limestone at an outcrop a few miles north of here
(Cooper and Cloud, 1938), The Monterey fauna includes the following
s
SPONGE
Astreosponp ia hamiltonensis , saucer~shaped, indistinguishable from
A
. mcni sciis^ , the "Niagaran" guide
CORALS
Hexaponar_la £Accryularia or Prismatophyllum ~\
,
compound tetracoral
Fayositcs alpenensi s^ honeycomb tabulate, 1 mm, cells
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AlvGolitos, fino-tubcd, slanting honGycomb tabulate
Strlatopor a. tuir-like tabulate
Cystiphyllum , solitary tetracoral, vesicular structure
T abuloTPhy1lum o smallj solltarj^ tctracoralj strong horizontal
tabulae'
'
'
C ya thophyllum -. ' ' unidentified solitary tetracorals
CRINOIDS
Numerous stems and isolated plates. Complete heads have not yet
boon found within a mile or sOc
BRYOZOANS
Fenc Stella^ the lace-like cryptostome
Sulcoretcpora ^ a strap-like branching cryptostome
BRACIIIOPODS
Athyri s fultonens^is^ subcircular, biconvex^ low fold^ weak concentric
lamellae
Atrypa reticularis, flat ventral overlapping strongly convex dorsal
^
numerous cos-iollae and lamellae reticulate
^» (Hystricina) hystrix^ few strong costae
Chonetes, somiellipticalj concavo-convex, spines on straight hinge
Cranaena^ smooth ovoid, ciu?ved beak, small to medii-mi
Cyrtina. small narrow spiriferoid, high triangular cardinal area
Elytha subi-'ndifcra,, large narrow spirifcroid, few lev/ costae,
"cxtrcmrtic's rounded
MeRastrophla, large, deeply concave stropheodontld
Pentamerella. small subcircular costatc pentamcroid, ventral sulcus
Phql id OS tr ophia
^
small, smooth^ very white glistening, semiellipti-
cal
Platyrachclla iow'ansj^, very large, wide, acute spirifcr
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2> o^^rytGlnog, large, acute, sharper costae than P. io-wensis
Schizophoria io^^-^^Jr^^ transversely ellipticalj very lov/ hroad
sinus, finely striate
Schucher tella . scmiclliptical^ often unsymmctrical, finely costcl-
late, prominent rounded deltidium
S tr opheod. oiit a , semicircular to suhrectangular , concavo-convex,
costatc, v/ith denticulate hinge, several species
Sj.ropi^_o_D^Ll lo^idcs^ p reversed convexi-concavc stropheodontid
Syrinr^ospira, medium spirifcroid, very high triangular cardinal area
TylothyriSo medium spirifcroid, strong plication on sinus and groove
on fold
TRILOBITES
Rnc^|3S, compound cye^ swollen nose
Proetus, smooth eye, large rims on head and tail
FISH
Heled us., small corrugated crushing teeth
PJ^i.^JlthiL§. ''^I'^cl _Ryc todus J large worn plate fragments, commonly black
The Cedar Valley is here overlain unconformably by the
Sylamore sandstone, an oxidized brown sandstone, up to 3 inches
thlcl: lying in pockets on and infiltrating cracks in the limestone^
At ?!o:3e localities, beds within or at the top of the Cedar Valley
are sandy, even to the point of becoming calcareous, fossiliforous
sandstonoo Northeast of Nutwood the Sylamore sandstone rests
directly on the Cedar Valley sandstone ^ Here, however, the upper
limestone beds arc quite pure and the break to the Sylamorc^ is
sharp, though silicified Cedar Valley brachiopods are mixed in the
lower part of sando This sandstone, whose brown color is due to
the oxidation of pyrite (som.e subsurface occurrences are floating
sand grains in a p^oritc matrix), is very similar to those dis-
tributed widely, though sporadically^, at the base of the Devonian-
Mississippian black shale sequence, ihe New Albany or Chattanooga,
regardless of what particular unit overlies the sandstone^ Known
in the Midcontinent subsurface as Misoner, these sandstones arc
generally called Hardin in the Illinois Basin subsui^'faco, after
the western Tennessee outcrop area where the sandstone underlies
Chattanooga shaloo The outcropping Sylamore of Arkansas and
I'lissouri underlies Grassy Creek or "Chattanooga," and we are using
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the nnme Sylaraorc on this field trip because the sandstone here Is
more directly traceable to the sandstone beneath the Grassy Creek,
The Hannibal shale ^ the only representative of the New
Albany (Chattanooga) shale sequence exposed at our stops- is here
almost entirely noncalcareous gray to greenish-gray siltstone and
shale. The basal 10 to 12 feet can be seen here^ the top at the
next stop_; a mile and a half south. The relations of the Sylamore
and Hannibal to the New Albany-Chattanooga black shale sequence
were described at the Tencriffe School section, mileage 5'+c3-»
Mlea££
73.2 Retu.rn to Batchtown road and turn left (east),
73=3 Turn right (south) on Hardin«Brussels road^
73^t)"-7'+c5 Silurian and Devonian come down to road level on the
north flank of the Meppon syncline^ with about 80 foot of
reversal. At 7^'-!-=? the Cedar Valley is at road levol^ over-
lain by Sylamore sandstone and Hannibal shale,
75^2 Pass the black^top road to Meppcn^ which branches off to the
right ^ and park along the road.
STOP_^. « Meppon North Quarry, l'92!iP:J!,^li-2.^A^^A?Jl^S^ri^^S;l^.
Abandoned quarry north of Mcppcn.^ S\Jt '^^'^ Sec, 23
j
T„12 S,^ R, 2 V/o 5 Hardin Quadrangle ^ Calhoun Countyc
Walking distance - 100 yards«
Leaving time ~ 3 P.^M,•.
See figure 1^^
Buses will unload along tho highway, LCOIL^Ui^FOR CARS
Only a brief stop will be made- here as much of the face
Is not accessible and climbing would be dangerous
^
particularly for
those belov'.. The lithology of all the fcrm.ations can bo seen in
fallen bloekSc
This ey^posure presents a close-up vicx'7 of the Misslsslp-
pian formations which we have observed along the bluffs south from
Hardin^ The quarry is near tho center of the east-west trending
Meppen syncline Ofigc 3) 9 which accounts for tlie fact that the
Silurian and Devonian strata are not exposed, although thoy crop
out within a half mile n.orth or south-
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Burlington 50
Limestone, very light buff
to buff, very crmoidal , lower
portion pure' upper portion
very cherty.
Middle
Lower
("Qumcy beds")
Sedalia 7 Dolomite, buff, massive
slightly crmoidal, geodes.
Chouteau 65
Limestone, gray, weathers buff,
crmoidal , argillaceous, dense-
contains numerous bands of
chert nodules with gray
centers and light gray or
buff rims
;
scattered calcite
geodes
;
silty in lowermost
beds.
Hannibal 73
Shale, greenish gray to
dark gray in
upper part,
laminated
Figure 15 -Stop 4 Meppen North Quarry
SW. :^NE. ^ Sec. 23, T 7 N., R. 2 W., Calhoun County,
Vertical Scale : l" = 20'
nois
Illinois State Geological Survey ^ March ^ 1954
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From this vantage point the bluffs of Pero Marquette
Park across the valley can be seen clearly. Most of the flat sur-
face of the valley floor to the southeast ^ between here and the
rivorj consists of Deer Plain t'-^rrace deposits. The Brussels
terrace can be seen across the valley in V/illiams Hollow (first
large valley north of Pore Marquette Park),
Hannib al f ormationo --The incline to the quarry floor
traverses some To feet 'of Hannibal shale. Above the quarry floor
about 13 feet of shale is exposed, varj'-ing in color from greenish
gray to blac]c« X-ray and differential thermal analyses have sliown
the shale to consist mainly of chlorite and illite clays with small
amounts of quartz and carbonatoe Siltstone beds which are prom-
inent in the type locality at Hannibal , Missouri, feather out at
the top of the formation 10 to 15 miles north of here. The contact
of the shale v/ith the overlying Chouteau is distinct, but the lowest
few feet of the limestone are argillaceous and silty, as at Tcner-
iffe School (fig^. 13 )o Except south of here, where both thin and
disappear 5 the two formations have compensating thicknesses so that
the lov;er Chouteau sllty beds exposed here are considered equivalent
to the upper Hannibal siltstone farther north,
C hout e au_ f ormat i on j— In this outcrop the Chouteau ap-
proaches it'b"maxT.mum thickness in Illinois.. It is ']^ feet thick
in soi:"':hern-iiost Calhoun County but thins rapidli.y north, east, and
south and disappears 15 miles to the norths It is present, however,
throu.ghout most of the subsurface of the Easuern Interior Basin,
where it averages only 10 to 15 feet in thickness (Buschbach, 1953).
In outcrop the formation is distinguished from other
Mississippian recks of this area by its gray argillaceous character
and its chert nodules^ which have gray centers and light gray or
buff rims. The Chouteau as well as the overlying Sedalia contains
scattered small calcitc geodes. Where weathered the Chouteau has
a characteristic hackly thin-bedded appearance, which is v/ell ex-
hibited in the south bli.iff adjacent to the quarry^
The contact of the Chouteau with the Sedalia is sharp
and apparently conformablce At Chautauqua (figo 9) ^ good angular
unconformity exists between the formations, and in Jerseyville
Hollow a basal conglomerate constitutes the lowest few inches of
the Sedalia.
The Chouteau formation of Illinois probably correlates
with the Compton formation in the Chouteau group of north-central
Missouri, and it is equivalent to the Rockford of Indiana^
Sedalia formation^—This unit forms the buff band across
the quarry face a little above half way to the top^ It is readily
distinguishable because it forms a characteristic buff re-entrant
in the river cliffs. The Sedalia has only limited distribution in
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Illinois, being restricted to the west-central portion of the State,
It reaches its Imown maximum thiclmess in Illinois at Chautauqua
(fig, 9)„ V/est of the Illinois River it never exceeds 10 feet^ and
it thins gradually northward from here and disappears within 20
miles.
Although the name Sedalia^ from Sedalia, Pettis County,
Missouj?i, has long been used for this unit in Illinois, following
Moore (1929), it does not correspond to the present usage in central
Missouri^ The Illinois Sedalia belongs in the Osage group while
the Sedalia of central Missouri is Kinderhook in age^ On the basis
of stratigraphic position and lithology^ the Illinois Sedalia cor-
relates best with the basal Osage Pierson formation of Missouri,
Burl inn; ton formation ^—The coarse crinoidal Burlington
limestone is the most prominent formation in the bluffs of this
area° it forms the brow of the cliffs for some 80 miles along the
Mississippi between Alton and Qulncy and for more than 50 miles up
the Illinois River, In Calhoun County it also forms the divide
between the Illinois and Mississippi riverSe Its prominence is
partially attributable to the fact that the middle Burlington is
very cherty and„ as weathering proceeds^ residual chert accumulates,
forming a resisxant cap. The chert which is so conspicuous in the
Burlington generally occurs as white to buff nodules or bands,- From
Calhoun County northward the Burlington consists of three members?
an upper, rather thin, chert-free glauconitic member; a thick, very
cherty middle member; and a chert-free, pure lower mem.ber, which
is well exposed in this outer op^ These m.embers probably correspond
respectively to Laudon^s PentremiteS a Physetocrlnus,. and Cactocrinus
zoneso The lower member, colmnonly referred to as the -.QuIEcy beds,"
is the basis for a high-purity limestone industry which is centered
at Quincy^ Illinois,, The "Quincy beds" are present in Pere Marquette
Park but eastward, between the paric and Chautauqua, they grade
laterally to the cherty argillaceous Fern Glen,
The thiclmess of tlie Burlington is rather uniform in
this area; it thickens gradually southward, attaining a maximum " •.
thickness of about 200 feet in southern Calhoun County, Along the
Cap au Ores flexure^ where it is near its thickest-, the Burlington
is overlain conformably by the Keokuk limestone. On the upland
north of the flexure the Burlington is overlain unconformably by
small outliers of Pennsylvanian strata and by patches of Tertiary
gravel.
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Mileage
I'^^l The village of Meppen lies beneath the bluff to the right
(west), T'.ie south limb of the Heppen syncline has brought
the Silurian to the surface in the main Meppen quarrj^o
76.-5 Naquoketa overlain by Silurian is exposed in t?ie re-entrant
to the far right (west).
76 e 6 The long, loi-/ terrace behind the white barn on the far right
is the Brussels terrace,
76e9 The mouth of Greenbay Hollow^ which v/e saw from Pere Marquette
Park, is on the right, Here^ we cross the crest of the
Lincoln fold at a saddle which is 100 feet lov/cr structurally
than the crest at Twin Springs (Stop 2) and '+00 feet lower
than near V/est Point (Stop 5)
a
77'»3 We are now passing over the steeply tilted but poorly exposed
beds of the Cap au Gres flexure^ Two tilted blocks of Salem
limestone can be seen on the right of the hlghwayo There is
some minor faulting at this place ^ One half mile west of
here Burlington beds can be seen dipping 20 to 25 degrees
south,
77o5 Small remnant of Brussels terrace on left,
11^1 Cuts in Peorian loess on both sides of the highways
780 Turn right (west) on the Beechville road, We will now drive
parallel to the Cap au Gres flexure over flat -lying St, Louis
limestone ^nd Pennsylvanian shale^ largely loess covered,
78,'-i- Meppen road on rights Continue straight ahead,
79c Road to left. Numerous sink holes on all sides of road
corner are in loess-mantled St^ LouiSo
80,0 Road to lefto Note absence of sink holes for next half mile
as we cross Pennsylvanian bedrock in hill above St., Louis
levclo Tertiary (Grover) gravel overlies the Pennsylvanian
beds along crest of the ridge south of here^ A detailed
stud3/ of these gravels was made by Rubey (1952^ pp, 62-7^}
^
80,6 Turn right (north) into Beechvilleo More sinkholes j down on
St^ Louis againo
80., 9 The road to loft leads by devious turns to the mouth of Dog-
town Hollow^
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81,1 Descend Jiill into upper part of Dog town Hollow <, VJe cross the
Cap au Gres flexure in the next quarter milej but i.infortunately
no outcrops are visible from the road^ There is about ']^)^
feet of structure here,. At the mouth of Dogtown Hollow l-^-
miles west there is about 1100 feet of structural relief with
700 feet of strata exposed,
82,5 Nicholas school, Ilaquoketa slopes to right. This sxrongly
dissected bench is largely on the ICimmswick limestone o It
is bounded on the right (east) by the sharp rise to the es-
carpment of Silurian. Devonian^ and Mississippian limestones
and on the left (wesx) by a sharp drop through Ordovician
formations to the Mississippi River bottomlands. This surface,
called the Batchtown channel fRubeyj pp. 1^^ 117) j is about
1 1/2 miles v;ide and extends 7 miles north from the Cap au Gres
flexure (fig^ 12)., Much-weathered gravel deposits locally
underlie the mantle of loess and are believed to have been
deposited when the Kansan ice sheet, advancing from the v;est,
crossed MissiSw'".ippi Valley to the Cap au Gres bluffs' and
temporarily diverted the river onto the bench (Rubey^, figo 5?
Po 79)'. The river is believed to have passed around the
south end of the escarpment and into Illinois Valley, but its
course is uncertain^
82,9 Kimmswick (Trenton-Viola) in creek bed in pasture to left,
83.5 Turn left (west) off Beechville-Batchtoxvn road onto v/est Point
ferry road^ Good exposure of loess in road-cut on right just
before turn,
83.-6 Decorah formation on road on righto Intermittent outcrops of
Decorah-Plattin in next half milej,
8'fa Bridge.
8'+,2 Path on right leads to suspension footbridge over V/est Point
Creek and past red house to V/est Point quarryo This is the
wet-season v*oute„
8^-c3 Abandoned road to right is drj^-season route to West Point
quarry.
8^,^ Buses park, turn around in yard to left, 0.1 mile from West
Point ferry landing.
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Fig, l6 - Stop 5o West Point P'err^^ Landing
S^Tp_P_j5,- Va-jt Point Ferry, J14A^-l,?„^i;:'iPX^J^^^llPi\ni§J:i.9^
SEt Sec- 19^ T, 12 So^ R. 2 \J, ^ Kardin Quadrangle
Calhoun Coimty.
V/alking distance - thrGe^fourths nileo
Leaving time - ^-s30 P;,Mj
See figure 16^
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shown in f
Two exposures will be examined at this stop^ First,
re of Gt: Peter sandstone at the landing (sabstop ^jL)
^
^
the exposure of Joachim and Plattln strata in the quarry
mile north in Mississippi River bluff north of V/est Point
stop 55;,. If the bridge over West Point Creek, on the
en substops 5^ and 5Bj is not rebuilt by the -ulme of our
will be necessary to walk along the main road 100 yards
s the creek on the swinging bridge and follow the trail
isure l6.
SUBSTOP 5A '-- Wert ?-d:r^t Landing., S t_«_ .._Peter_S and stone
,
Joachim 'Ooiomite " "" " ""
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The St. Peter (see Rubey, 1952, pp, l^-l6) is a well-
sorted
^
well-rounded
<,
fine-grained quartz sandstone with very uni-
foriii textiire anri remarkably low content of silt, clay,^ mica, heavy
minerals^ and feldspar o It is white where fresh but in raosx out-
crops it is weathered yellow, brown, or locally red. It lias no
calcareous beds or cement. It is generally incoherent where fresh^
but it case-hardens on exposure because of secondary quartz enlarge-
ment of the sand grains. The sandstone is generally massive with
faint thin bedding, and it has minor development of cross-bedding
in some beds^ which usually are not over 1 to 2 feet thicl^o
The St, Peter is about 150 feet thick heroa The entire
thickness is exposed in the bluffs between this locality, where the
upper ''^^) feet is exposed, and a small exposure of the ujidcrlying
limestone which is visible only at low-water stages about three-
fourths of a mile south.,
Subsurface tracing by the Missouri Geological Survey'- has
shown that the Sto Peter sandstone is underlain by the Evorton
limestone in the area of the Lincoln fold, and the outcrop here
beneath tJie Sto Peter, for many years correlated with the much older
Cotter limestone, is now correlated with the Everton^
/
The St^ Peter is overlain by the Joachim dolomite, the
lower 50 feet of w]iich is well (exposed at the top of the bluffs
above the ferry landings The exposure is not accessible for study by
a large group, but blocks m.ay be seen at the foot of the bluff
«
Similar rock types will be seen in the upper 35 feet of the forma-
tion, -which is more accessible in the quarry to the north Tsubstop
5B).
At this locality we are approximately three-^fourths of a
mile north of the axis of the Lincoln fold and one and one-^fourth '
miles north of the Cap au Ores faulted flexure (seo Piubey, fig, IM-.^
plates 20, 21 j. The flexure is named for the bluff, Cap au Ores
(cape of sandstone), which extends from this point southward to the
mouth of Dogtown Hollov/. The steeply dipping beds of the flexure
are exposed on the south side of Dogtov/n Hollow, which is not
accessible by bus and the best exposures may be under water at this
time of year. Only the Ilississippian part of the sequence is well
exposed, and it is complicated by several strike faults^
In the Cap au Ores bluff the St, Peter sandstono is flat--
lying except for several small, gentle rolls which can be seen when
crossing the river on the ferrj^^ Here at the ferry landing the
north dip increases sharpl.y to about 5 degrees, and the Joachim
limestone declines from the top to the base of the bluffs in the
distance across V/est Point valley.
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North of V/est Point iTerry a northv/ard dip of 75 to 100
feet per mile brinss the Joachim, Plattin, Decorah^ and KiniraswicI:
formations successively to the floodplain level in about [; miles
^
"but farther north the dip is much more gentle , with minor reversals
j
and the top of the Silurian reaches the fj.ocd- plain near Roclrportj
about 35 miles northwest.,
SU3ST0P 5B -ifigo X'7) , « V/est Point Quarry. Jqac.him^and
The quarry face is accessible nearly up to the prominent
white bed (member H; by ascending ledges reached from the talus
slope on the left (north). Because the ledges are too small to
accommodate the entire party, and are dangerous to climb if they are
wet, bloclcs have been assembled and identified on the quarry floor,
Samples may be chipped from, these blocks if desired.
a
Many lithologic units of the Middle Ordovician strata
have been traced recently in outcrops and subSLirface throuf';hout
Illinois and adjacent states, and in much less detail to iiore dis-
tant areas ^ Names of the new units have not been pTiblished^ and
for convenience here the units are given letters as shown in figure
17.
sequ.enceSj and by minor variations in lithology^. Many character-
istics have been used in identifying the units ^ such as the presence
of bentoniteSj oolites, calcarcnites, massive and thin"bedded zones,
distinctive colors on fresh or weathered faces- red or green shale
zones, chert zones, scour and corrosion surfaces^ and distinctive
types of bedding surfaces.. Although the identifications are based
largely on lithology, the top or bottom range of a few fossils and
zones with, an abundance of a particular fossil have been useful.
Most of the units can be identified in well samples, and in some
localities the long sequences of the wells make identification of
units easier than .in outcrops, Very fresh quarry faces and deeply
weathered outcrops are the most difficult to work.. Moderately
weathered road cuts and old quarry faces, such as this, give about
the maximum differentiation of the units ;, Slight differences in
argillaceous co.ntent can be recognized by close examination of the
insoluble residue on the v/eatliered faces.-
.In this locality and along a belt exte.nding northeast-
ward from the Ozarks to the Chicago region, most of the units are
greatly thinned and some are absent, including several lower Plattln
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Figure 17
4 4
Substop 5B - West Point Quarry
E.-L S.E.-i- Sec. 19, T 12 S., R.2 W.- Calhoun County, Illinois
Vertical scale = 20'
Illinois Slate Geological Survey , March 1954
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units. The entire Pecatonica formation, which is the basal Plattin
(Platteville) in both northern and southern Illinois ^ is absent
hero 5
The uniformity of sedimentation in the middle part of the
continent during the lliddlc Ordovician is shown by the idcntif icatior.
of many of the imits of the sequence in exposLires from Net; York to
Colorado and from Manitoba to Tennessee, For exam.plc, the prominent
v/hite bed (unit Mj in the Tipper part of the face^ for which this is
the type section, has been traced in numerous exposures tliroughout
the outcrop belt of northern Illinois. loi/a, Minnesota, V/isconsin,
and Ontario to tlie type New York Black River sequences Southx^mrd
from here it is a prominent member of the sequence through Missouri^
Kentucky.^ and Tennessee and into the greatly thickened sequence in
the margin of tl'e folded Appalachians of western Virginia,^ where it
occurs in the hoccasm formation. It is generally a foot or less
thicl: in the upper Mississippi Valley region.^ about 2 feet thick in
Ontario and New Yorkj 5 to 7 feet thick from here to central Tennes-
see., and it thickens to l6 feet in western Virginia, The prom-inent
red' shales and argillaceous limestones of the Moccasin formation
are represented in this region by thin red shale partings which
occur in the thin'^bodded unit above the white bed. These partings
are relatively weak here but are strong in northern Illinois
^
The Joachim formation is distinguished by its silty^
argillaceous character, but 8 to 10 feet below the top it contains
a massive- relatively pure.p strongly lam.inaoed bed, 20 to 30 feet
thick (unit A)., '"
it thins out a short distance north and it thickens southward to
about 300 feet in southern Illinois, In this region the Joachim
is differentiated from the overlying Plattin limestone by its dol-
omitic character, but in some areas the basal Plattin beds are
strongly mottled with dolomite.,
The overlying Plattin limestone is characteristically
a lithographic to fine-grained limestone with much vertical varia-
tion in argillaceousness, shaliness.^ bedding.^ and texture^ The
vertical character changes for the most part are sharp, so that the
sequence consists of well defined units of fairly uniform character
The differences between the units are not great compositionally but
they are imiport::it stratigraphically because of their lateral per-
sistence, as previously noted^
The basal unit of the Plattin in this locality is an
oolite, which is a distinctive marker bed along the east side of
the Ozarks (Grohslcopf, 19^f8, p. 357). This oolite and the thin-
o
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bedded shalj'- limestone above it (unit D), which contains an abundance
of small pelecypods and ostraccdes^ are all that here represent the
widespread shaly Mifflin limestone of northern Illinois and V/iscon-
sin„
The limestone above the Mifflin is differentiated into
three' major units? (1) a basal medium-bedded zone (units E-I)., less
shaly than the Mifflin below but more impure than' the unit above
,
(2.' a massive pure fucoidal limestone (imits J-L)^ only the basal
part of whichj weathered and somewhat thin^bedded^ is present at
the top of the quarry, and (3/ a thin»bedded argillaceous limestone
(unit M) exposed in the bluffs north of the quarry.
The overlying Dec or ah and Kimraswick formations are
present in the upper part of the bluffs about one -fourth mile north
of the quarry, but there will not be enough tine to "visit then,,
_MlGag_e
8^1-,^ Leavinr^ Stop 5 retrace route to Beechville-Batchtown road,.
85»3 Road junction.. Turn left (north) toward Batchtcwn,
85i6 Loess on right.
86-3 Crossroad, continue ahead,, I^mnswick in stream bed on left,,
86 s^ Loess bank on left.,
86 ..7 Kimmswick in stream on left just before bridge.,
87,5 Turn r ight (east) int o Batehtown
^
87.7 Batchtown business district^
88c Maqucketa in stream cuts on right (south)
o
88,.
3
Maquoketa-Silurian contact exposed 1/8 mile up creek to right,
88„7 Loess cut on rights Crest of "Dividing Ridge,," The Calhouji
peneplain,
89,, Loess cut on left as we start down Illinois River side of
Dividing Ridge,
89el Poor outcrop of Burlington on left.
89,2 Chouteau limestone with dark gray chert bands.
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90,1 Maqncketa in gully to right as wo turn left^
90,6 Ifonterey school, our Stop 3? on left,
90^7 Turn left (north) on main Karelin-Brussels road and return
to Hardin«
100,, 2 Junction with Illinois 100. Turn right (east) en route ICO
and cross bridge over Illinois P-ivcr„
106»3 • Turn left (east) on Highway 16.^ leaving Highway 100^ It is
56 miles to doxvntown St,, Louis ^ via Jerseyville and Alton-
162,3 Jefferson Hotel ^ St. Louis-



